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Rosyth School/ Topical Test/ Science/ P4/ 2017 

Part I {22 Marks} 

For each question from 1 to 12, four options are given. One of them is the correct 
answer. Make your choice (1, 2, 3 or 4) and write your answer in the brackets provided. 

1. Which of the following organism(s) does/do not reproduce by spores?

A tomato plant 

C. sunflower plant

(1) Dooly
(3) B and Conly

B. bread mould

D. Bird Nest Fem

(2) A and C only
(4) A, B and D only

2 

( ) 
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3. Four pupils observed three specimens and recorded their observations in a
table. The table shows the characteristics shown by the three specimens A. B
and C.

Needs air Needs Needs Needs Can move 
food water sunlight from place 

to place 
A .., ..J ,., 
8 -./ --I ,., 
C 

The pupils made the following statements based on their observations. 

Zaki : A is a plant 
Nick : B is an animal. 
Rani : C is" a living thing. 
Lili : A is a non-fiving thing. 

Who made fhe cortect statements? 

( 1) Zaki and Rani only
(3) Zaki and Nfck only

(2) Nick and Li1i only
(4) Rani and Lili only

4. The d�ram below shows a life cycle.

Egg 

Aduft 

Which group of animals may not have a similar life q,de shown above? 

(1) Insects
(3) Amphl>ians

(2) Birds
(4) Reptles 

-./ 
..J 

( 

( 

) 

) 
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5. Jack kept four mealwonn beetles, W, X, Y and Z. They are at different stages of
their life cycles. He kept each mealworm beetle in a separate container and he
placed 20 g of food in each container. He measured the mass of food left in
the container after 3 days and recorded the results in a table.

Mealworm Mass of food left (a> 
20 

X 12 
y 10 
z - 7

Which mealworm is most blcety to be in the pupa stage? 
(1) W (2) X
� y � z 

6. The diagram below shows the young and adult of a oockroach.

Young Adult 

( ) 

Which of the following statements ls/are correct about the young and the adult? 

A. Both have feelers.
B. The young does not resemble the adull
C. The young does not have wings but the adult has wings.

(1) Aonly
(3) B and C only

(2) A and C only
(4) A, Band C ( ) 

7. Which one of the folowing shows the correct order of stages in the l�fe cycle of
a flowering plant?

(1) Young plant (2) Adultplant

� / �

Adult Plant Seed Seed Young Plant 

(3) Seed (4) Adult plant 

/� / �
Young Plant ,. Adult Plant Young Plant Seed 

( ) 

5 
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8. The foBowing statements show the different stages of a seed genninating Into a
seedling.

A The shoot grows upwards.
B. The root grows downwards.
C. The seedling develops its first leaves.
D. The young plant uses sunlight to make food.

Which one of the following options shows the correct stages of growth? 

(1) A-+�0-+ D
(3) c� A-+- o-+ 8

(2) B--+ A--+C-+ D
(4) 0---. o-+ Pr+ B

9. Krishnan set up an experiment as shown in the diagram.

( ) 

Set,.up 1 ( placed under light ) Set-14> 2 ( placed in the dark ) 

wet cotton wool 

seed 

Set-up 3 ( placed under light) Set-up 4 ( placed in the dark) 

At. the end of the experiment, he observed that only the seeds in set-up 1 and 
set-up 2 grew into seedlings. 

What can Krishnan infer from his observations?

(1) Seeds need light to germinate.
(2) Seeds need wannth to germinate.
(3) Seeds need water tog row Into seedlilgs.
(4) Seeds need water, light and cotton wool to grow into seedlings. ( ) 
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10. Which of the following is not a matter?

(1) air
(3) sand

(2) heat
(4) water ( ) 

11. Sam did an experiment as shown in the diagram below. First, he measured the
mass of a batl using an electronic balance and recorded it. Next. he pumped
more air into the ball using a hand pump. Then, he measured the mass of the
ball again and recorded il

' 

EJectronic 
balance--.- Im, ...,__ ___ ___,. 

hand pump 

Which one of the following results is mostly likely to be Sam's set of readings 
and explanation? 

Mau of ball at 
first (g) 

(1) 430
2) 430
3} 430
4) 430

Mass of ball after
moreatrwaa 
oumped In {al 

410 
430 
445 
450 

End of Part I 

7 

Explanation 

AJrhasmass 
Air takes UD soace 

Air has mass 
Air takes UD soace 

( ) 
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Part n r1a Marks} 
For questions 12 to 18, write your answers in the space provided. 
12. Study the cfassificatlon chart below.

Living Things 

Plants (P) 

Have 3 pairs of legs 

I (Q)

Have no legs 

Fssh 

(a) Complete the classfflca11on chart above by fitting in the boxes P and Q wfthsuitable headings. (1) 

(b) How would you classify plants into two groups? Write your answers in theboxes below.

Plants 

fems rose plants 

I 
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13. Billy planted a seed and observed it for 5 weeks. The seed germinated and he
measured the height of the seedling every week and recorded it over five
weeks.

-Week 

2 
3 
4 -
5 

Heiaht(cml 
2 
5 
9 
12 
16 

- -

(a) What characteristic of living things does the plant show? [1] 

(b} In week 10, another similar young plant was observed to be growing beside 
BDly's plant Other than your answer in (a), state another characteristic of living
things shown here. [11 

14. The picture below shows a caterpillar. 

(a) A caterpillar is the young of an insect. Draw the life cycle of the insect in the box
below. [1]

(b) The adult of the caterpillar lay their eggs on the leaves of some plants. Give a
reason why they. lay their eggs there. [1) 

9 

\. 



15. Study the flowchart below.

living things 

Rosyth Schoot/ Topical Test/ Science/ P4/ 2017 

No_ 

(a) Based on the flowchart above, which of the letters X, Y and Z represent the 
following things? [2] 

(i) Plant: 

(fl) Frog: 

-------
-------

{b) Based on the flowchart. what Is the difference between X and Z? (1) 

10 
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16. Kai Li placed a seed in a container of moist cotton wool for three days.
She observed the seed and drew her observations below.

Oay1 Day3 

(a) Explain what has caused the seed to increase in size. [1] 

(b) The following pictures show the different developmental stages of growth of the 
seed into a plant 

0 
A B C D E F 

Rearrange the above stages (A to F) in the correct order. The first letter 'C' is
already done for you. 

· 
(1) 

G•D•D•D•D•D 
(c) At which stages (A to F) can the plant make its own food? State your reason�. � 

11 
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17. The diagrams below show some apparatus commonly used in Science
experiments.

(io, q 
A C 0

{a) Which two apparatus (A. 8, C, 0) are used to measure the mass of objects? [1] 

{b) What do the other two apparatus measure? 

18. Joe was given a lever balance. He used it to compare the masses of three
objects as shown in the diagram below.

(1) 

(a} Study the diagram carefully and arrange the objects, P, Rand S accoTding to 
their masses from the lightest to the heaviest. [1] 

lightest 

Joe placed another object. T, on the first lever balance together with R. The 
diagram below shows what he obserwcL 

R 

T 

(b) Whal can you i1fer about the mass of P, Rand T from the observation above? 
(1] 

End of Paper 

12 





EXAM PAPER 2017 {P4)

SCHOOL : ROSYTH

SUBJECT : SCIENCE

TERM: CAl

ORDER CALL:

Ql Q2 Q3 
2 i. 3

Qll 
3 

12)a)P: Animals

Q4 QS .Q6-
1 l·

b)Non-flowerin_g plant / Flowering plant

13)a)Living thin.,g,row.·

b)living tbin.8$ r�produce.

14)a) . 
_/

·egg

Aqµlt . �l.arva

···, "'pupa/

Q7 QB Q9 QlO 
4 2 3 2 

b)The butter flies lay egg on leaves so that the caterpillar can feed on the
leaves.

15)a)i)Z ii)Y

b)X has 4 stages in its life cycle while Z does not have 4 stages in its life cycle.



16)a)lt is because the seed absorbed water from the moist cotton wool.

b)c➔o➔B➔ F➔E➔A

c)Stages E and F. The seedlings have grown leaves to make food.

17)a)B and C.

b)They find the voJume of things.

18)a)R P S

b)The mass of Pin more that the mass of R or T.





Sectfon A f12 martcat
For each question from 1 to 6, four options are given_ One of them is the con-ect 
answer. Make your choloe (1. 2. 3 or 4) � "!rile your answer in the btackets provided. 

1. W�h of the followi_no statements ls/are conect?

A M object expands when it gains heal 
B An cbject becomee hotter when it 1oees-heat. 
C 1'.emperalure can be measured .-. degree of Celsius or Fahrenheit.
D The temperall.lnt of an object indicates how dry or wet lhe object is. 

(1) Booty
(2) A and C only
(3) 8 and D only
(�) A, 8 and Conly 

( ) 

2. Which of 1he following ltema in the dassification table below is placed wrongty?.----------------------------· 
Objects that are heat sources Objects that are not heat soUtCeS 

Wetdothes 

(1) Wetdothet
(2) PonoD caee
(3) Metting Ice cube
(4) Burning rnaldl&lick ( ) 

1 



3. Pauline·shaped a piece of wire into a circle. She placed four blobs of wax onto
different parts of the wire as shown in the djagram below.

wire 

r C 

In.which order would the blob of wax melt and faR.? 

(1) A, D. C, 8
(2) B, A, C. 0
(3) B, C, O,A
(4) C, D, A, 8

0 

( 

4. Josh poured aU 1he water from container A to container B without spilling. 

f 
containerA containerB 

What is the volume Josh will see in container 8? 

(1)- 60mt 

(2) 80mt
(3) 100ml
(4) 120 mt

PHPPS/P4 Science Mini Test 2/20V 
( ) 

2 



5. Adrian had 3 balls, A, Band C, as shown below. Each ball was labelled with its
volume.

500 cm3 400cm, 

A B 

Which ball(s) can Adrain pt.mp in 400 an3 of air? 

(1) B onty 
(2) Conly
(3) A and B only
(◄) A, BandC 

350an3 

C 

( 

6. A sealed empty water bollle was hekl in the tank which was_ half-filled with 
water as seen in '1e diagram below. 

-··-·- ----------------·-------·---------·-----------------------------------·--·-------

) 

�· _
::j
_-.,�---�---¥i·-·H.:-�---�---�--

-
�---:::_;·--�---:_:;--·�---�---�---�---:=-3··-�- -�-- Tank half-filled with water

-���.;.;.;�1---Sealed empty water
boUfe 

VYhen the bottle cap is being removed, which of the foltowing observations will you 
see? 

(1) Wal« flowing out frnm the bottle. 
{2) Air in the botlle f811181ns in the bottle. 
{3) Water level in the tank remains the same. 
(4) Bubbles of air coming out from the bottle.

( ) 



Section 8 18 marks) 

Read questions 7 to 10 carefully. Write your answers in the spaces provided. 

The number of marks available-is shown in brackets [ ) at the end of each question or 
part question. 

7. Andy blew into the straw in the set-up below. He observed that the water level
in the cup dropped.

container 

air 
cup 
bUbble 

(a) Why cfld the water level in the cup dropped? {1m] 

(b) A hole was made at the bottom of the cup as shown below.

container 

wm the ·water level in the cup drop when Andy blow.Into the straw? 

Give a reason for your answer. 

PHPPS/P4 Sdenc:e Mini Test ?-/2017 

[1m) 



8. Judy filled a can with 500 cm3 of water as shown in the diagram below.

can 

500 an3 of water 

She then gently lowered a stone into the water which sank to the bottom of the 
can. She observed that some water overflowed into the measuring cylinder at
the side of the can as shown in the diagram below. 

Measurlng cytlnder 

30 cm3 of water 

- (a) What is the volume of the stone? ____________ _ (1m] 

(b) Judy then repeated the experiment replacing the stone with a metal baU. she
noticed that the water coDected in the measuring cylinder is lhe same as coffected
in (a). She concluded that the mass of the stone is the same as� mass of the

. metal baU. 
Do you agree with her conclusion? Explain your answer.

PHPPS/P4 Sdeoce Mini Test 2/2017 

[1ml 



9. Read the different situations below. Put a tick(✓) under the correct column to
show if the underlined object is experiencing 'heat gain' or 'heal Sass'. (2m)

I ! Situation i 'heat gain' ! 'heat loss' l 
I I l-·-- -·--;;;:::;::=.:------------·-:-----------+-----···'

! ::: �:;:::::e:;" Mo�·SMowh�-- - --�+----+---iL -· -··------··-------- --·--·---··-------� ·-------�------- ·- i

!

1 (c) The ice cubes in the hot tea. _ : ! ;
( d). The water in the cupfreezes-inthe refrigerator�--t. --- . -- . -, -·· .. - . ·- . - !
- . - _ __.___ __J

10. The pi�re below shows a flask with a glass tube that has beeo -fdled with
water at room temperature.

glass tube 

flask 

(a) What will you observe of the water level in the glass tube when the flask Is
placed in a basin of hot water? (1 m] 

(DJ Explain your answer in (a). (1m) 

- End of Paper-

.PHPPS/P4 Sdence Mini Test 'l/2017 





EXAlVI PAPER 2017 (P4) 

SCHOOL : PEI HWA 

SUBJECT : SCIENCE 

TERM: CA2 

ORDER CALL : 1 

Ql Q2 Q3 
1 3 

Q4 
3 �� l �6 .. I 

• � 1. 

7)a)Air takes up in the cup and p�shesiH·e water out of the cup.

b)No. Air can escape fr.om the ho.le in the cup.

8)a)30 cm3

b)No. I do not�gree... ''fh�amount of water collected in the measuring cylinder
is the volume of the· �ll., not the metal mass. 

9)a)heat g�in · B)heat gain c)heat gain d)heat loss

lO)a)Tne· water level in the glass tube will rise. 

b'JAs -�afer in the flask gains heat from the basin of hot water, the water in 
the flask will expand, causing the water level to rise. 
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Fer each qu•don from 1 to 25. fOU" opdona at$ gh,en, one d them la th& correct antMr. 
� � choice (1, 2, 3 or 4). Shade your an&Wer on the Optical MsWW Sheet 
(25x2mmb) 

1. Which one of tho following etatements about lMng things ls true?

(1) Pl llvtng things need food to eurvtve.

(2) M Mno things can swv" wllhout water.

(3) M lvfng things are made up o
f
plante and ,nlmate only. 

(4) 11. IMng things rep'Oduce by giving birth to their young.

2. Whk:h of the folowing corredly describes the difference between Chill Plant and
Bird'• Neat Fem?

. . 

Bid's Nest Fem 

(1) ChRli Plant makes food but Slrd't Nest Fem does not make food.

(2) Ch■ Plant T9produces tr/ spores ..but Blrd'a Nest Fem reproduce:f by seeds.

(3) Chllll Plant produces flowers while Bird's Nest Fem does not produce ftowera.

{4) Chill Plant needs water to grow but Bird'a Neat Fem does not need water to

pN. 



3 

3. Some characteristics of animals X, Y and Z are listed in the table betow.

Characteristic 
Br.athe8 throuah ails 
Haa three bodv parts 
Hasdrvslcin 
Hae acales as outer coverina 

Anlmal X AnimalY 
No Yes 
Yes No 
No No 
No Yes 

\/Jhich of the folk>wing groups of animals correctly identifies X. Y and Z?

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

AnlmlllX 
Amphibian 

Insect 

Insect 
Amphibian 

AoJmafY 
Fish 
Biro 

Fish 

Bird 

4. -The dlagram·bek>w shows some mushroom.

Whet can be found in the part labeled 'Z'? 

(1) Fruits

(2) Seeds

(3) Spores

(4) Flowers

AnlmalZ 
Insect 

Insect 
Reptile 
ReptJle 

z 

AnlmaJZ 
No 
No 

Yes 
Yes 



5. Study the flowchart below.

Object 

Does it breQk easaly? 

No 
. . .... 

Is it waterproof? . 

No 

• 
-

C 

4 

Yes 
A � 

-

Yes �1 B 

-

Which of the following could A, B and C represent? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

A 
Plastic Cup 

Glass Mug 

Gl8$8Mug 
Rubbertyre 

B 
Cotton shirt 

Rubbertyre 
Cotton shirt 

Glass mug 

.· C

Glass mug 

Cotton shirt 

P�astiCCl{J) 

Cotton shirt 
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6. The ciagram below shows the digestive system with parts labelled A, B, C, O and E.

ldentifY the parts where digestive )\ltces are Jl2t produced. 

(1) A and C onJy
(2) B and E only

(3) A. B and E onty
(4) B. C and Oonly

7. Which of the following pairs of organ systems worlc together to help us bend, stretch
Md move?

(1) 
(2) 
{3) 
(4) 

Skeletal system and Muscular system 
Digestive system and Skeletal system 
MuseuJar system and Oigestlve system 

I 

Respiratory system and Dlgeetlw system 
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8. The table below shows a comparison of actJVitles In our small and large intes.tines.

Small lnt.eetino Large intestine 

A Food is completely digested. Food is being digested. -

B It passes food-to the large Intestine Undigested food is absorbed into 

for further digestion. the blood. 

C Digested food is absorbed Into the Wat.er from undigested food Is 

blood. removed. 

Whiqh Qf 1hese .comparisons, A. ij Of C, is/are co�ct? 

(1) Aonly

{2) Conly 

(3) A and B only

(4) B and C only 

9. The picture below shows a balsam plant

Balsam Plant 

Which of the following matches the plant part to its function C9fl'8CllY? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Plant Part 

Leaves 

Flowers 

stems 

Roots 

Functlon 

Hold the plant upright 

Makes food for the pl�nt 

HoJd the plant flnnty to the grotlld 

Absorbs water and mileral sails 
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1 O. Lily wanted to find out which type of soil was most suitable for growing Plant X. She 

planted Plant X In three-different pots, P, a and R. 

PotP PotQ PotR -
Material of pot Plasfie Plastic Plastic 

Type of soil Clay GardensoU 

Location of experiment Garden Garden Garden 
. 

Amount of water given 200arr' 250an' 300 cr,,a

LIiy's mother told her that her experiment was not a fair one. Which of the � 

variables should Uy keep the same for all the pots In order to carry � a fair test? 

A Typeofsol 

B Amount of water given 

C Location of experiment 

(1) A and � only

(2) A and C only

(3) B and C only

(4) A, Band C

11. Which of the following statements is true ab.out plants?

(1) All fems and mosses bear tiny flowers caned spores..

(2) Plants that do not bear flowers cannot make their own food.
(3) Plants are the only living 1hlngs lhal can make 1heir own food.

(4) Orly tal and big trees ba'Je roota while smaller plants have stems.
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12. The table below gives information about the life cyde of 4 animals, S, T, U and V.

Description s T u 
The young looks Ike the adutl Yes No No 

It has a 4-stage life cycle. No No Yes 

lt produces by laying eggs. Yes No Yes 

Whk:� arwnal, s. T, U or V most likely represents a chicken? 

(1) S

· '(2) t
(3) U

(4) V

13. Study the diagram below on the life cycle of the butterfly and an unknown
animal X.

/Egg� 
Adult _ Larva 

'Pupa/

Life cycle of Butterfty 

How ere both life cycles slmllar? 

(1) The young resemble the adult.

/ Egg-� 

Adult·,..____ Ny.mph 

Life cycle of Animal X 

(2) There are 4 ife stages in their life cycles.

(3) The adults have scales as outer covering.

(4) The young moutt In the larva or nymph stage before developing Into
adutts.

V 

Yes 

No 

No 



14. Study the classification tabfe below.

9 

Animals 

Young does not 
Jook like the adult 

Young looks like 
the adult 

Frog X 

Young does 
not ·look like 

the adult 

y 

Which of the foDowlng options correctly rep,esenta A. B, X and Y? 

{1) 
{2) 
(3) 
(4) 

A 
3-stage life cycfe 
3-etage tife cycle 
.. _,.__ - life cycle . -
4-atagelifecycle 

B 
,ktagefifeeycle 

-4-stage fife eycle 

3-etagelifecyde 
3-stageifecycle 

X y 
Cockroach Beetle 

Beetle Cocl<roach 
Grasshopper .Chicken 

Chicken Grasshopper 

15. \Mich of the foUowing reason(s) conectty explains why a banana plant
producee flowers?

A To make the plant taller. 

Banana Ptant · 

8 To absorb nutrients for the plant. 
C To anchor the plant firmly to the ground 
D To reproduce to ensure continuity of its kind.

(1) B only
(2) Donly

(3) A and C only 

(4) B and D only
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16. The plants below are classified Into two groups Mand N.

M N 

Based·on your observation, What characteristic is used to classify the plants? 

M 
(1) non,-flowering plants flowering plants 

{2) plants with small flowers pfants with big flowers 

(3) floweTS which grow singly flowers which grow in cluster 

(4) flowers with unpleasant smell flowers with pleasant smell 
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17. Suzy planted 2 Identical plants, A and B, side by side in the open field. She tied a
plastic bag around the roots of plant B as shown below. Both plants were given
eqtsa, amount of water dally. She recorded the growth of the plants for a week in a
bar graph.

---- PlantA 
Plant 8 

Plastic 
Bag 

Which graph correctly shows the height of the plant at the end of the experiment? 

(1) 12 ..-
! 9 .. ---
l: 6 

4> 3:c
0 

Plant A Plant B 
..... Typedplant 

(3) 12 - 9 
e 
3 :c 
0 

PlantA PlantB 

Type of ptant 

(2) 12

I 9- 6
·a; 3:c 

0 

(4) 12

5 
.E 6

·a;:c 3 

0 

r-· -- -----

I I 
Plant A Plant B 

Type of plant 

,J 

--1----- . 

Plant A Plant B 
. 

Type of plant 
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18. Mr Tay bought a smal book shelf to hold his students' books. He could only f,t a
maxlmisn of 10 identical books on each shelf. His pupil, Joseph, tried to fit in
one more book but failed to do so.

book 
shelf 

--

.. 

..:.. 
: 

.. 

� 
.. 

-
Vbooks 

I• 

'Mich property of matter best explains why Joseph was unable to add one 
more book to the shelf? 

(1) Toe books are too big.

(2) The books occupy space.

(3) The books can be compressed.

(4) - The books have an lndefinite volume.

19. An air pump containing 30 an3 of air was inserted into a fully inflated footban
using a defivefy tube.as shown rn the diagram below. Linda gave one
complete push of the pump Into the ball.

30cm3 ofair ""'---- pumpedln 

air-pump 

� was the total volume of aw in the footbaU after the air pump was pushed 
In completely? 

(1) 20 cm3

(2) 30 cm3 

(3) 50 cm3 

(4) 80 cm'
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20. The flowchart below shows how shoe, Wind and milk can be classified.

Is it 
Matter? 

� can J, K and L represent? 

J 

(1) Does it have a ibced 
volume? 

(2) Does It have a fixed 

L 

K 
Does It have a fixed 

sha ? 
Does it have a fixed 

volume? 

Yes . 
�
�

L 
Can It be 

com 
Can it be 

ed? 
(3) Does it haw a fixed Can itbe Does It have a fixed 

volume? com essed? ? 
(4) Does it have a ffxed Can It b& Does It have a ftxed

? com ressed? volume? 

21. Roy conducted an experiment using a U-shaped magnet and a bar magnet
below to attract some Iron nails.

11 11 
U-shaped magnet aar magnet 

The table below $hows the nurmer of iron nails attracted by each magnet. 

Iron nails attracted by lton naUs attracted by 
U-ehapedmagnet bar magnet 

13. 13 

Based on the experiment, which of the foll<Mlng statement(s) is/are true? 

A Both magnets have equal magnetic strength. 
B The bar magnet is weaker 1han the U-shaped magnet. 
C Only the U-shaped magnet has North and South poles. 

(1) ·A only
(2) B orly
(3) B and C only

(4) A and C only
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22� Mr Loh wanted to fix a magnetic door stopper behind all 1he doors in his new 
house. He placed a, magnet behind each wall as shown in the diagram below. 

PartX 
attached to 
the door 

Magnet 

'Milch of the following materials should Mr Loh use for part X in order for the 
door stopper to work? 

(1) �eel

(2) Wood

(3) Plastic

(4) AJumlnlum

23. Ethan wanted to aeate a temporary magnet using ihe stroke method. He
used one end of a mag� to stroke 4 klendoal Iron nab acconlng to ihe
direction of the amMS as shown below. VVhich iron nail wll become a
temporary magnet?

(1) 

____ r 
{3) 

(2) 

Magnet 
- .

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Iron nan 

� 

(4) 

Magnet 

Iron nail 
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24. Ela conducted an experiment to find out the magnetlo strength of the different
parts A, B, C, and D, of a rod-magnet.

( ___ A _____ IB _____ c ____ o_�(}-- Rod Magnet 

She placed the .rod magnet into a bowl of iron paper clips and counted the 
number of paper clip& alb acted at parts A. B, C and 0. She recorded the 
number d paper clfps attracted to each d.the -partB A. B, C and O In the form 
of a graph below. 

16 

14ts i 12
8. 10

8

6-
4
2. 

.. a R s T 
Parts of the magnet 

Which of the following options carectty identiftes a, R. S and T in the graph 
above to the parts, A, B, C and 0, of the rod magnet? 

(1) 
(2) 

(a) 
(4) 

Q 
A 
A 
C 
D 

R 
C 
8 
D 
A 

s T 

D B 
C 0 
B A 
B C 
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25. Mrs Li wanted to create a fishing game for her son using a magnetic fistung rod and 
3 different toy fishes. Each fish has a different piece of citcular disc attached to it. 
She brought the magnetic fishing rod close to the circular disc of each of the three

· · fishes, A, B and C, and recorded her observations in the table below.

Fishing 
rod 

.. 
Ash 

A 

B 

C 

Fish C 

Observation 
It did not move. 

It moved towards the magnet.
It moved away from the magnet l 

Which of the following correctly matches the circular discs of fishes A. B and C? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

A magnet 

-
8 
C 

C 

Made of Made of iron Made of ceramic ah.rninum 
C B A 

A - c· - A 

A 8 -

End of Booklet A 
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Booklet B (.-0 marks) 

For qu88tions 26 to 38, write your answers in this booklet. 
Th& runber cl marks avaflabJe is shown in the brackets ( l at the end of each question or part 
question. 

26. The table below shows the characteristics c:A three different animals, L. M and N.
A tick (,/) lndicate9 that 1he animal has the characteristics.

-
ObMrvatlons Anfmals 

L M 
. Haa feathers ✓ 

Haewlngt ✓ 
Hashalr ✓ 

SUc:klesbyooog ✓ 

UV88 on land and in 
waw 

Reprocluc:N by ✓ 

laying eggs 
Breathes through 

lunga and akin 

(a) Based on the Information given above, state the similarity between
Anlmals Mand N.

N 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

(b) ·Based on the Information given above, which animal, L M or N, can be
grouped together with a wha1e? Give a reason for your answer.

[1) 

[1) 

(Go on to the next page) 

I SCORE [2J 



(c) Study Animal Q below.

AnimalQ 

�iti said tt)at Animal Q is defi,:iitely � bird. State a characteristic that Is not 
• mentk>ned ln the table· that sh-ows Animal Q '8 a bird.

27. study the pfctu1'88 below of two organisms, bread mould and oyster mushroom.

Bread Mould 
Oyster Mushroom 

(a) Which "'1'0UD of livlng things do the above organisms belong tcr? 

(b} Where do bread moukl get its food from? 

(c) How does Oy$ter Mushroom reproduce?

{1} 

111 

(1) 

[1) 

{Go on to the next page) I
SCORE.0 
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28. The diagram below shows the human digestive system wtth parts labelled A, B, c
and D.

(a) Name perts A. B, C and 0.

A:.------------
8: ___________ _

C: ___________ _
D: ___________ _

B 

C 

D 

[2] 

(b) • Fill in the boxes with the correct human body systems based on the functions 11]

given. 

Human body system Function 

(I) carries digested food. water and oxygen to all parts of the!>ody. 
{ii) Takes in air and removes air 

from the body. 
(Go on-to the next page) 

I 
SCORE 

[2J 



(c) The diagram below shows a ske1eul1 system.

(iQ 

Name the parts d the skeletal system labeled (i) and (iO In the boxes above. (1] 

(d) State one function that these two parts (i) and (ii) In (c) have In common. {1J 

(Go on to the next page}I
SCORE 

[Z] 
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29. Luke wanted to find out if the temperature Ol the surrounding affects the growth of a planl
He planted four plants of fhe same height In Identical pots filled with soil and watered lhem
dally. He meastnd the height-of the plants at the end of 3 weeks. The results of his
experiment are recorded in the table below.

Pot A PotB Pote 

Temperattn of 21 24 surnulding re) -·
Height of plant at � . 5. 5 
itart (C.m). . .. 

Height of plant at the 9 12 end{an) 

(a) State the variable 1hat was changed in the experiment

28 

-5

17 

Poto 

31 

5 

23 

. . 

(1) 

(b) Name two other variables that should be t<ept the same in order to ensure a
fair test (1] 

(c) From the results above, what can W<e conclude about the effect of
temperature of the surrounding on the growth of the plant? [1] 

{Go on to the next page) I SCORE 0 



30. The dagram below shows a plant

(ti) 

7 

(a) Name the parts of 1he pfant labelled (i}, (i�. (iii) and (iv) in the boxes �- [2] 

(b) Nat conducted an experiment for a week. He placed two identical plants in two

identical oontalners as� in set� X and Y below. Each container was given

the same amount <A waler. He cut off the roots of the plant in $et-up Y.

Set-upX Set�pY 
leaves 

akers 

He recorded the amount of water in the cootainer before andAter the experiment. 

What is the aim i)f Nat's experiment? (1) 
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31. Study the life cycle of Animal R below.

1- \4-6days
adult 

7-9days "

larva 

/ 8-10days
pupa

Life cycle of Animal R 

(a) 'Nhat is the greatest number of days Anlmal R will take to become an a(fult once
It has hatdled from the eog?

(b) Name two animals that have the same number of stages in their life cycles as
_ Animal R.

(o) State a difference between a larva and a pupa

(Go on to the next page) -I SCORE L2J 

[1 � 

[1] 

{11 
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32. The diagrams below show the life eye Jes of the mosquito and frog.

fflll "' / eggs � 

_ •, ito . lar_va 

··-��/·.
pupa 

Life cycle of a mosquito Life cycle of a frog 

(a) How Is the life eycJe of a nqQuito &milar to that of a frog?

(b) How is the llf& cyde of a mosqutto different from that of a frog? 

(11 

(11 

(c) Tadpole go _throo.gh a few physJcal change$ as they develop into lhe _. frogs.
Name two wa"ys In which the tadpole is different from the aduJt frog. (Do notcompare the size). (1)

(Go on to the next page) 
I SCORE [2J 
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33. Lucy found 2 identical plants. She placed Plant A in a completely dark room and
Plant B in the open field. Both plants were watered with equal amounts of water
every day. She o�rved their growth over 2 weeks.

PlantA 
Location: Completely dark room 

(a) Whafwas the aim of Lucy's experiment?

Plant 8 
Location: Open fieki 

(b) • What wouJd happen to both Plants A and B after two weeks?

(1j 

[1] 

(c) Lucy's brother wanted to find out.if plants need water to grow. What charl{Jes
should he make toJhe above experiment? [1) 

(Go on to the next page) 

I SCORE 

[2J 
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34. Felice carried out an experiment below. She.filled up a container with 50 cm3 of water.
She pushed a sponge gently Into the container ootl it reached the base and after 10
seconds, she removed it from the corJtainer. Then, she recorded the amount of water
In the container by pouring ft Into a measuring cylinder.

� 
SP.9nge .·

� Container----

\. 

- - 50 an' of water 

(a)(1) Tick(✓) the cooed amount ofwatet left in the measuring cylinder at the end 
oflhee)(p81'imeri. (1) 

Amount of water left In the measuring 
cylinder 

More than 50 cm� 
t ess than 50 cm*

Exactty so aw
(it") Explain your answer In (a)(i). 

Put a tick ( Y) 

(1) 

(Go on to the next page)
I SCORE L2J 
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(b) Felice conducted the experiment again. She changed the sponge into a piece 
of plastic Lego brick. She pushed the brick to the base of the oontalner for 20 
seco, Ids before removing it. She also recorded the amount of water left In the 
container. 

Container---

: -� Pla8tic .

. � I .. Lego brick .. 

--- 50 arr of. water

WIii there be a difference in results when compared to {a)? Bcptatn why. (1]
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35. Mary placed a stack of books on top of a huge balloon. She tried to Inflate theballoon by blowing air into it. Her fnend S<fW this and said that the balloon will notbe able to inflate.

(a) Explall) Why the baffoon will 110t fnflate. 11] 

(b) May repeated tt)e experiment by replacing the books Wlth a piece of tissuepaper. Whstwoutd she observe? (1J 

(c} Michael en a clown sculpting balloons. The clown twisted and turned a balloon to form different shapes as shown In the diagram below.

balloon 

Based on the diagram above, list 2 properties of air.

( 

(1} 

(Go on to the next page) 
I SCORE L21 
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36. Sally conduct&d an experiment a& shown below to compare the strength of four
different magnets, A, B, C and D.

8cm 

Hanging rod 

8cm 
9cm 

MagnetC 
Magnets 

4cm 

Magnet D 

She placed a container of iron paper clips belO\N the �-up and recorded her obeefvations in the table below. 

A B C 0 

8 10 12 7 

{a) Tom said that Sally's experiment was not a fair test. What can she do to 

I 
make it a fair test? [1) •

(b) When the four magnets, A. B, C and D were brought close together, itattracted one another and formed the figure below. Wrfte 'N' and 'S' on the
poles of tM magnet to show how the attraction took place. (1 l 

□ 
(Go on to the next page) 

I SCORE C2J 
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37. The experiment shoWn beJow is carried out using a bar magnet and several iron

nals. The bar magnet is brought doter to the Iron nails. Distance K shows thelongest distance before the iron nails get attracted to the bar magnet.

BarMagnet . t .l .&. nail Distance K J. J. Iron s 

. ""l"T'T: -..-.-.-.r-rT"'l"'l. 1 •l"YT1jl lrTTT .. ·'TTT'1 • • ..,.,.,..,-
,. 

m-, .. , .l"'T'T"1. �""""•��r'h-T, •T'T"l'"II , _.... .... ' 

1 2 3 . 4 -_ .5 : 6 7 8 9 10 11 _

. The table below shows the results of the experiment. Distance K Number of Iron naUa attraeted 
Cc:ml to the ..2 7 

4 5 
e 3 8 1 

(a) What is the relationship between distance Kand the number of Iron nans
attracted to the magnet? [1] 

.,. 
(b) other Ulan moving the Iron ndlls nearer to the bar ma§'1et; what coukfbe 

done to the experiment to deaease distance I(? (1] 

(Go on to the next page) 

I 
SCORE 

[2J 
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(c) The same bar magnet in the above experiment Is flipped skteways.

Bar Magnet t .I. .I. Iron nails 

�
flipped

•v I·,, I''' I''' I'-'' I',, I''' I''' I', .rt,$i .... l ',,I'' 'I
7 8 9 10 11 

VVhlch of-the� predictions would lll(ely be observed if the bar magnet 
i& tipped and the other side of the magnet ls facing the iron nail as shown above? [1) 

Prediction Tick the coR'eCt J)redi<:tk>n(s)

The iron nails wtn be attractedto the bar magnet. 
None of the iron nails will be
attracted to the bar magnet.

The Iron nalls will move away -
from the bar magnet. 

(Go on to the next page)I SCORE 0
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38. Andy coiled some wires around an Ir�".' naU and connected the ends of the wire to 
batteries as shown below. 

Batteries 

(a) What wlM happen to the Iron nail when the wires are connected to the
batteries? (1 J 

(b} State one thing Andy can do to increase the strength of the electromagnet 
above. · [1] 

(o) If Andy replaces the Iron nail with a sliver nail, win the silver nail become an
elearomagnet? Exptain why. (1] 

End of paper 
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3 Which one of the following animals bekM is not an insect? 

{1) (2) 

(3) (4) 

• 

4 Ali left a piece of bread on a table in the kitchen. After a week, he observed that 
some dark coloured tpob had formed on the bread. 

magnffled section 

Which statement(s) is/are true about the dark-coloured spots? 

A They need llght to make food. 
B They reproduce by producing spores-. 
C They can be harmful to human beings. 

(1) B only
(2) A and B only
(3) B and C only
(4) A, Band C

(Go on to the next page) 
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6 The table below show8 ·the characteristics of animals A and B. 

Charac:tertstlca 

Hasapupalstage 
Gives bldb to young�tw 

Has wings In adult stage • , I 

Moults several timea 

Anunat 

A 

✓ 

X 

✓ 

✓ 

B 

X 

X 

✓ 

X 

Based on the table above, which one of the following statements is correct? 

(1) Both animals can _fly when they were young.
(2) Animal A is a cockroach and Animal 8 is a butterfly.
(3) Animal A gives birth to young alive while Animal B lays eggs.
(4) Anlmat A has 4 stages In tts life cycle while Ant.mal B has 3 s� ln

its life cycfe.

The graph below shows the number of days for each stage of the Jife cycle of an 
Insect. 

12 +--------------, 
10+----

8+----

6+-----

4+-----

2 

0 --Stage 
Egg Larva Pupa Adult Male Adult 

Female 

How many days would the insect take to become a mate adult after the egg la 
hatched? 

(1) 14 days
(2) 16 days
(3) 21 days
(4) 23days 

(Go on to the next page) 
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8 Four seklpg as shown below were � In a room near the windCf#. Each teat
tube contained four green bean seeds on a piece of cotton wool. 

A B C 0 

testtube 

cardbOard 
box 

bean 
seeds 

wet cotto�. fiycotlon -wetcotlon dry cotton 
wool wool wool wool 

In Which of the set-1.1ps will the bean seeds D21 germinate?

(1) BandD
(2) Cando
(3) A, BandC
(4) B, C and D

9 The following diagram shows the different stages In which a seed goes through 
during germination. 

Stage A 

� i �Q·, : : � ! �
.. . ' .. . . .. . ,. � .. . .. .. .. 

Stage B stageC -

. ·o·. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . -
t .. t • .. . . . . 
• • ♦ • 

II, • I • . . .. . .. ........... · .... .

StageD 

Which of the folowing shows the correct order whe� the seed germinates? 

(1) A, C, B, D
(2) A. C. D, B
(3) C, A, B, D
(4) C,A, 0, 8

(Go on to the next page) 

.-

� 
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30 The diagrams below show animal C and aninal D. 

(a) Which stage of the life cycJe i8 animal C?

AnhnaJD 

{b) Apart from their physical shape and size, state two simttalities between rne

[1) 

cycles of &!1ffll81 C and animal D. (2] 

(h) _________________________ _

(Go on to the next page) 
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32 The. diagrams b�low show the various stages of the growth of the .lady's·.flnger 
plant. 

A 

• 
C. - D E 

(a) At which stages, A, B, C, D and E, can the plant make its own food? {1) 

(b) Name the stages a.nd complete the life-cycle of the Jadys finger ptant'below.
(1) 

._______., 
____.. ].____A_dult P1$nt______.l 

(Go on to the next page) 
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36 Some paper ca;,s a;e placed near a hoJMShoe magnet at different positions, A, 
B and C. The 198UJts ar& shown in the bar chart below. 

Number of paper clps attracted 
8 ,.._.. _________ _ 

s 4 3 l 1 
o _ J)OSIUon A · posllon B . posllon C

(a) Based on the results, label positions A. B and C in the diagram below. [ 1) t
()) position __ I _, _r 

X (ll) position .._I ---
x (fit) posfflOn 1 -: : , 

-

(b) Nhat does this experiment show about tha magnetic strength of a magnet? [ 1]

(c) Explain your answer .in (b) based on the results obtained. [1) 

(Go on to the next page) 
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37 A container was filled with 50 cm3 of water. Objects A, B and C were put Into 
the container and the water level rose as shown below. 

, 

--- �
.. -.. ---,...._. ffa.ml 

---- ....

85cm3 105cm3. 120cm3 

(a) find the volume of objects A and B. Write your answer In the table below. [2)

Object Volume (an3) 

A 
-

B 

(b) Baeed on the above observation, what could be concluded about the property
of soU.d$ and Dquids? [1]

(Go on to the next page) 
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39 Tom found two metal oops stuck together as shown in the cfiagram below. 

�-_-,r--metal wp A 

�cupB 

- He was given some ice cubes and a basin of hot water to separate the metal
cups.

{a) What should Tom do with the Ice cubes? Explain your answer. 

. (b) What should Tom do with the basin of hot water? Explain yQUr answer, 

[1] 

[1] 

(c) The diagram below sttows -part of a railway track. Gaps are observed mttwe&n
the tracks.

z·�·
What would happen to the railway track on a hot day if it was a continuous tfflCk
with no gap in between? Give a reason for your answer. 

-
[1]. 

(Go on to the·next page) 











36)a)i)A

ii)C

iii)B

b )The magnetic strength of the magnet is strongest. 

c)A that was the pole of a magnet attracted the most paper clip
compared to C,who was closest o the poles,and B that was
furthest from the poles. 

37)a}Object A-15cm3

· Object B - 20cm3

b)Solid and liquid has definite volume.

38}a)There is no hole in or gap for air in the conical flask to
escape.The flow of water is slow as the water in the flask 
occupies space.Air occupies space and can be compressed. 

b)She can lift the funnel slightly above.The conical flask and
remove the plasticine.This would make the flow of water faster
than before.

c)Air occupies space in th·e conical flask.Hence when the Plasticine
is removed and the flask is raised above the flask,air would be
able to escape and the water would be able o occupy the same 
space the air once occupied.This would help the flow of water to 
flow quickly into the conical flask. 

39)a)Put ice into the metal cup A.Metal cup A will lose heat and
contract. 

b)Tom should put the metal cup Bin the basin of hot water.That
way,metal cup can gain heat and exoand.Hence the 2 cups
would loosen and Tom would be able o separate them.



c)The railway track would buckle .Because there is no space for
expansion.

40)a)SO.C

b)lt shows the decreasing_temperature of the hot milk.
-

c)lt will take he milk in the glass to loss heat slower as it is a poor
conductor of heat.
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Section A: (28 x 2 marks= 56 marks) 
For each question from 1 to 28, four options are given. One of them is the correct 
answer. Make your choice (1. 2, 3 or 4). Shade the correct oval (1. 2. 3 or 4) on the 
Optical Answer Sheet. 

1. Which of the following is/are a source(s) of light?

Balloon 

(1) Fan only
(2) Fire only
(3) Balloon only
(4) Fire and Moon only

Fire Moon Fan 

2. Which diagram below shows the correct path of light that enabled Sally to
read a book?

hi 
(1) (2) 

(3) (4) 

-1-



3. Study the set-up below.

torch 

screen 

Objects R. S and T were placed in between the light source· and white screen 
one at a time.

The foRowing shadows were formed on the screen . 

• • no shadow 

R s T 
-

Based on the observations above, which of the following statements are 
correct? 

A R blocked the most light. 
8 T allowed light to pass through. 
C S is placed furthest away from the light source. 
D The path of light is blocked by at least one of the objects. 

(1) A and C only
(2) B and D only
(3) A, 8 and D only
(4) B. C and D only

-2-



4. Which one of the following is a matter?

(1) (2) 

feather from a peacock 

(3) (4) 

heat from a campfire 

�'! fl/ 
e=\· 

sound made by a bell 

light from a torch 

5. The table below shows the properties of four matters.

Object De-finite De-finite Can be 
volume? shape? compressed? 

Air No Yes Yes 
Milk Yes No No 
Suaar Yes Yes Yes 
Tab1e Yes No No 

·-

Which one of the following matters has its properties described correctly? 

(1) Air
(2) Milk
(3) Sugar
(4) Table

6. Which one of the following objects produces useful heat to do work?

(1) Toaster
(2) Television
(3) Car engine
.(4) Street lamp 



7. Mary fitted a flask with a glass tube. The glass tube contained a drop of ink.
The ink moved up the tube slightly when Mary wrapped her hands around the
flask.

- glass tube

-- drop of ink 

--- flask· 

Which one of the following statements is the correct explanation for her 
observation? 

(1) The heat from the flask caused the ink to contract.
(2) The heat from her hands caused the ink to expand.
(3) The heat from the flask caused tire air in the flask to contract.
(4) The heat from her hands caused the air in the flask to expand.

8. The diagram below shows a kettle.

part Y 

What properties of the materials are suitable for making part X and part Y of 
the kettle? 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

PartX 
good conductor of heat 
poor conductor of heat 

good conductor of heat 
poor conductor of heat 

Part Y 
oood conductor of heat 
aood conductor of heat
poor conductor of heat 
poor conductor of heat 

-4-



9. Jane wants to make a raincoat to keep her body dry on rainy days.

raincoat 

Which of the following property/properties must she consider when choosing 
the material? 

A ft is .ftexible. 
B It is waterproof. 
C It floats on wa1er .. 

(1) A only
(2) B only
(3) A and B only
(4) A, Band C

10. Which of the following statement about magnet is not true?

(1) Like poles repel.
(2) Unlike poles attract.
(3) Every magnet has a north pole and a south pole.
(4) Some magnets have two south poles and no north pole.

-5-



11. Which one of the following objects is made of magnetic material?

(1) cotton towel (2) plastic bQttle

(3) copper mirror frame (4) steel spoon 

-6-



12. Study the diagram shown below.

A B G N 

s 

Sara knows that the Sun 1-rises..in the ·East and !sets in the West, She observed 
and recorded the timings of the shadows formed by a coconut tr-ee at different 
times of the day. 

Which one of the following shows the correct timings when the shadows are 
formed? 

A B C 
(1 9o.m. 

.
12 noon 4a.m. 

{2 10a.m. 12 noon 2p.m. 
(3 10a.m. 12 a.m. 5p.m. 
(4 10 o.m. 1 p.m. 5 a.m. 

-7-



13. Mei ling shone a torch at a ceramic cup below to form different shadows of
the cup.

cup 

Which one of the following shadows cannot be formed by the cup? 

0 
(1) (2) 

(3) (4) 

-8-





15. Study the diagram below.

object A 
volume = 20 cm3 

balance 

object 8 
volume = 20 cm3

Which of the following statement(s) about objects A and B is/are correct? 

A Both objects. have the same mass. 
B Both objects �ave different amount of matter. 
C Object A takes up more space than Object B. 

(1) A only
(2) B only
(3) B and C only
(4) A, Band C

16. Ali placed some sand in a fish tank up to the 50 ml mark as shown in the
diagram below. There a.re air spaces among the sand particles.

The next day, he poured 30· ml -of water into the tank containing the sand and 
noted that the water level was below 80 ml. 

Why was the water level below 80 ml? 

(1) The water can be compressed.
(2) The water and sand have no definite volume.
(3) The air trapped between the sand particles was compressed.
{4) Some water occupied the air spaces in between the sand particles. 

-10-



17. Mrs. Teo carried out an experiment with three different blocks, A, B and C.
The blocks have the same colour but di fferent shapes.

block A block B block C 

measuring cylinder 

She placed the three different blocks into a measuring cylinder containing 80 
ml of water one at a time and measured the volume of each block. 

What was she trying to find out from her experim�nt? 

She was trying to find out if _________________ _ 

(1) the colour of the block affect its mass
(2) the shape of the block affect its mass
(3) the colour of the block affect its volume
(4) the shape of the block affect its vo1ume

-11�



18. Maggie wants to cook a packet of instant noodle using one of the four pots
filled with different amount of water at the same starting temperature.

600ml 
1-00°C 

: ::::::

►

:::::: ------ -----·-----------·----4!' .- --·-·--------·--· ____ ., ______ _·-----------·-----------·-----------·--------------: .. -.. ---.. :-:----_-_ .. _.
potW 

, 'I 

250ml 
100°c 

------------_ __________ .. -----------_ ___________ ,., --- --------_________ .. __ -----------· --- --------------.;;.
potX 

, .. 
100ml 
100°c 

-----------· ----------- ·--- ------ --""'·------ ----11
potY 

, .. 
500ml 
100°c 

- - --- ------.. ------------------=--- - - - · - - - - - - -�� :=:=:=:=:=�:=:=:=:=:------- ----·---------------------
________ .. ---------...... 

pot Z 

, 

Which pot should Maggie choose to enable her to take the least amount of 
time to cook the instant noodle? 

(1) W
(2) X
(3) y
(4) 4

19. Study the diagram below.

What will happen if the block of ice on a metal sheet is left in a room of 20°C 
for 5 minutes? 

A The water will change to solid state. 
B The temperature of the metal sheet will decrease. 
C The b1ock of ice will gain heat from the surrounding air.

(1) Aonly
(2) B only
(3) Band C onty
(4) A, Band C

-12-



20. The picture below shows a thermometer which contains alcohol.

Which of the following graph shows what happens to the volume of the 
alcohol as soon as the thermometer is placed in a basin of iced water? 

-
E 
0 .r::. 
8 
tu 
0 
Cl) 
E ::, 

�-------

-
E-
o·
.:t::. 

8 
ijj .... 0 

Time (sec) 

(1) 

Cl>. · ·t--------
E ::, �-------

Time _{sec) 

(3) 
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21. Mrs. Siva made four similar bo)(es using different materials, P, Q, R and S.
The temperature of the air inside the box at the beginning of the experiment
is 300C. She then left the boxes under the Sun for 20 minutes and recorded
the temperature of the air inside each box in the table as shown below.

0 
···-
material P material Q material R material S 

P4aterial used Temperature (°C) of air Inside the boxes 
after 20 minutes 

p 40 
Q 33 
R 38 
s 45 

Which box should she choose to put packets of cold drinks so that they will 
remain cold for the long-est period of time? 

(1) p
(2) Q
(3) R
(4) S

-14-



22. Study the p icture below.

1--- part X of the 
skipping rope 

What property/properties must the material of part X has/have to make the 
skipping rope? 

A shiny 
B flexible 
C strong 
D waterproof 

(1) A only
(2) 8 and D only
(3) Band Conly
(4) A, C and D only

23. The table below shows the least weight of. a load that caused the three
different materials, A, B, and C, to break.

Mati>rial Weight of load ihat caused 
material to break (kg) 

A 15 
B 2 
C 10 

Which of the following statements about materials A, Band C is/are true? 

A Material A is the strongest. 
B Material C is weaker than material B. 
C Material A is more flex1ble than material C. 

(1) A only
(2) B only
(3) A and C only
(4) 8 and Conly

-15-



24. The diagram below shows two objects, Q and T, which are hung together
with a bar magnet.

Q 

What could objects Q and T be? 

Q 
(1 Gtass rod 
(21 Glass rod 
(31 Iron rod 
(4 Iron rod 

25. Four bar magnets were hung at different heights

A 

B ., 
D 

Steel rod 
Magnet 

Steel rod 
Magnet 

iron nails .---magnet 

T 

.. 

L t¥--:tN: 11-¥ 11\ • I tof rd ground 

Based on the diagram, which magnet has the strongest magnetism? 

(1) A
(2) B
(3) C
{4} D

-16-



26. Study the flow chart below.

Living Things 

Yes 

Yes0 

(1) 
. (2) 
(3) 
(4) 

What could A, B and C be?

A 
Frog 
Ant 

Mushroom 
Ant 

B 
Mushroom 

Grass 
Fern 

Grass 

-17-
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27. The pictures below show two living things.

toadstool bird's nest fern 

Which one of the following statements correctly describes both living 
things? 

(1) Both are flowering plants.
(2) Both reproduce from spores ..
(3) Both can make their own food.
(4) Both can move.freety from one place to another.

28. The pictures below show a zebra and a dog.

zebra dog 

They are similar because they ___________ _ 

(1) lay eggs
(2) have feelers
(3) are covered with feathers
(4) feed their young with milk

-18-
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Section B: (44 marks) 
Write your answers to questions 29 to 40. 
The number of marks available is shown in brackets [ ] at the end of each question 
or part question. 

29. Sheryl wanted to find out the degree of transparency of three different
materials, R, S and T. She placed each material, ·one at a time, between the
light source and the light sensor in a dark room as shown below.

-r----,--i--

Light source Sheet Light sensor 

The rt:sults of her experiment are shown in the table below. 

Material Amount of light detected by the Ught sensor (units} 

s 
T 

(a) What 'is the dependent (measured) variable?

350 
5 

100 

[1] 

(b) Arrange the materials according to their degree of -transparency by fiUing in
the boxes with the correct letters, R. S and T. f1]□ 
Allows the- least, 
amount t>f light to 
pass -through it

D □ 
Allows the most 
amount.of light to 
pass through it

(c) A new material, U, is discovered. It allows more light to pass through than
material T_but allows less fight to pass through than material R.

What is the likely amount of light that will be detected by the light sensor
whP.n material U is placed in between the torch and the light sensor? [1]

-19-



30 (a) State two common properties of all matter? [2] 

The table below shows the properties of four specimens, A, B, C and D. 

Properties A B C D 

Can it be seen? No Yes Yes Yes 

Does it have mass? Yes Yes No Yes 

Is it a non�living thing? Yes No Yes Yes 

Does it have definite volume? No Yes No Yes 

(b) Which of the following specimen(s}, A, B, C or D, is/are matter? - [1f

(c) Based on the properties given in the table, give an example of specimen A.
[1] 

-20-
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31 . The two set-ups.below are placed in a room at 30°C. 

hot.tea 

Set-up A Set-up B 

(a) Put a tick (J) in the correct box to indicate whether each of the labeUed items
gains hea.t or loses heat. (21

Items Gains heat Loses heat 
hot tea 

ice cream 

(b) Based on your answers·in {a). state the property of heat.

(c) What is P'(e likely temperature of Set-up A and Set-up after 2 hou�?

[1] 

[1) 

-21- I
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32. Peter carried out an experiment to find out how the number of similar
magnets stacked together will affect the number of paperciips attracted to the
magnets at a fixed distance.

Stack of magnets 

A tray of paperclips 

The graph below•shows the results of his experiment. 

Number of 
paperclips attracted 

to the magnet 

1 2 3 Number of magnets 
slacked together 

(a) What is the relationship between the oumber of ma_gnets stacked together
and the number of paperclips attracted to the magnets? [1]

-22-



A researcher carried out an experiment using a specially designed conveyor 
belt to separate steel scraps from plastic chip as shown in the diagram below. 

Conveyor belt 

�0' 
Mixture of steel scraps 
and plastic chips 

Magnet 

(b) Which of the contents, steel scraps and _plastic chips, are most likely to be
found ·in the respective container? [ 1] 

(i) Container A: _________ _

(ii) Container 8: _________ _

(c) Explain your answer for part b(ii).

-23-
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33. Lewis placed two wooden boxes of different heights in front of a screen and
shone a torch on them.

screen 

� torch 

(a) Explain how the shadows are formed on the screen. (1) 

(b) 

(c) 

Moving only Box A, suggest how to make the height of the shadow of Box A 
greater than the height of the shadow of Box B. (1) 

Lewis replaced the wooden boxes with new boxes made of a different 
material. He noticed that a lighter snadow was formed. What is a possible 
material used to make the new boxes? Explain your answer. [2] 

-24-



34. Tom sealed the opening of a syringe before filling the syringe completelywith Matter Q. He then put weights on the plunger of the syringe.
weights 

' plunger 

ml!!,...!: __ matter Q
seated opening ---

He recorded the volume of Matter Q in the tabJe:below·tor every weight headded,on the plunger. 
· · 

Weight added (g) Volume of Matter Q (cm")

0 100 
. .... , 

�u 
-� 82 

3 75 
.�(a) What ·is the volume of matter Q at first before the weights were added? [1] 

.... -� tl.,I 

(b) What happeped to the volume of matter Q when the number of weights added
increased? [1]

(c) Ba� on the activity above, what can Tom conclude about the property ofmatter Q? [11

(d) Give a reason why Tom needed to seal the opening of the syringe before
conducting the activity? [ 1 J

!Soore IZI



35. Calvin conducted an experiment in a research lab by heating three rods, A, 8
and C, made of different materials. He recorded the lengths of each rod
before and after heating in the table below.

Material Length (mm) Length (mm} 
before heating aft':! heatin� 

100 103 

B 100 106 
. .. 100 105 

(a) What is the independent (changed) variab� in Calvin's experiment? [1] 

.(b} Based on the results in the table, which material expanded the most? [1] 

(c) The diagram be.low shows part of a rail track. Calvin wants to ensure that the
gap of the rail track will not be narrowed too much on a hot day as it may
damage the track.

---. 
rail track 

Which materials, A, B or C, should Calvin choose to ma�e the rail track? Explain 
your answer. [2] 

!Score [2;1 
-26-



36. Cindy conducted an experiment to find out the heat conductivity of four rods.
A. B, C and D. The diagram below shows the results of her experiment after
10 minutes. 

Rod A 

pins-- f Tl 

candle 

RodC 

J 

Rod B 
] TTlTT 

Rod D 

Tlll 

(a) Arrange the rods, A, B, C and 0, starting with the best conductor of heat to

. .-
the poorest conductor of heat. [1] □□□□ 

Bes11cooductor 
of heat 

Poorest conductor 
of heat 

(b) List two variables in this experiment that must be kept the same to ensure a
fair test. [2] 

(c) Using the same rods and the pins. suggest a method to make the pins fall
faster from the rods. [1]

-27-



37. ABC Nursery plans .to replace the ceramic flowerpots with plastic flowerpots
so that they are easier for handling and transportation.

--· -> 
ceramic flowerp_ot plastic flowerpot 

(a) What are the two properties of plastic that made it easier for the workers to
carry and transport it? [2) 

Muthu, a delivery man from the nursery, wants to deliver 3 kg of �oil to a 
customer. He plans to pack the soil into a cardboard box as shown below. 

cardboard box 

He then decides to wrap the soil with a wrapper before placing it into the box 
so that the soil wm not get wet when it rains. 

(b) What material should the wrapper be made of? Explain your answer. (2] 

-28-
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38. Three identical iron nails were each connected to a battery and coiled with
wires as shown in the diagram below. The batteries were of the same type
and brand.

Nail A 
10 coils of wire 

Nail B 
20 coils of wire 

Nail C 
30 coils of wire 

Each iron nail was brought near a dish of similar thumbtacks and the number 
of thumbtacks it attracted was recorded ,in the table below. 

(a} Based on the number of thumbtacks attracted by each iron nail, write the 
letters A, B and C in the correct box in the table below. [1] 

Nail Number of thumbtacks attracted -·-
5 

19 

.
7 

{b) Explain your answer for Nail C. [2] 

-29-



39. The diagram below shows three things.

A: Mould B: Fems C: Woollen sweater 

(a) Classify the things, A, B and C, into the classification chart below. [1] 

Things 

Living Non-living 

(b) Explain why mould cannot be classified as a plant.

-30-
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(c) The table below shows the characteristics of two different types of living things,R and S. A tick ( ✓ ) shows that the living thing has the characteristic.
Characteristic R s 

Can only be seen with microscope ✓ 

Useful ✓ ✓ 
From the infonnation above, where do living things, R and .S belong in the foDowing classification table? Write Rand Sin the correct boxes below. [1] 

C.an be seenwith amicroscope

□ 
, Har' 1

Fungi· 

Cannot be seen with a microscope 

□ 
j Hart' j

-31-



40. The pictures below show two animals, E and F.

Animal E AnimalF 

(a) Identify the animal group that Animal E and Animal F belong to.

Animal E: ----------
Animal F: ----------

[1] 

(b) How do Animal E and Animal F differ in their outer-covering and the way they
reproduce? [2] 

Animal E Animal F 
--· 

Outer covering 

- ·-. 
The way they reproduce 

. 

(c) Based on what you can observe from the pictures, state one other difference
between animal·E and animal F. (Do not compare their body shape, size and
colour.) [1] 

End of Paper 

-32-



EXAM PAPER 2017 (P4) 

SCHOOL : Nan Hua 

SUBJECT : SCIENCE 

TERM: SAl 

ORDER CALL: 

Ql Q2 Q3 
2 3 2 

Qll Ql2 Q13 
4 2 1 

Q21 Q22 Q23 
2 3 1 

Q4 .QS Q6 Q7 
1 2 1 4 

Q14 Q15 Ql6 Q17 
3 2 4 4 

Q24 Q25 Q26 Q27 
2 3 2 2 

29)a)The amou·nt of light detected by the 'light sensor.

b)S, T, R

c)240

30)a}They have mass and takes up space

b)Specimens A , B and D

c)Air

31)a)hot tea - Loses heat

Ice cream - Gains heat 

b)Heat travels from a hotter object to a colder object.

QB Q9 QlO 
2 3 4 

Q18 Ql9 Q20 
1 3 

Q28 Q29 Q30 
4 



c)30.C

32)a)The more number of magnets stacked together,the more number of
paperclips it could attract.

b)i)Steel scraps

ii)Plastic chips

c)Plastic chips are non-magnetic and it cannot be attracted by the
magnet,hence it will drop into container B. 

33)a}The shadow are formed when the light from torch is blocked by the boxes.

b)Move Box A nearer to the torch.

c)Frosted glass.The frosted glass allows some light to pass through hence a
lighter shadow is formed. 

34 )a )100cm3 

b)The volume of Matter Q decreased

c}lt cannot compre·ssed

d)Matter Q cannot escape from the opening.

35}a)The type of materials

b)Material B

c}Mater!al A.The increase in length after heating was the least,so the
material will gain heat from the sun and expand the least. 

36}a }C , A , D , B

b)The length of rods

The thickness of the rods.

c)Use more candles instead of one 

37)a)Plastic is light and does not break easily.

b)Plastic so that it can be fold in to the cardboard if1t is too big and it is also
waterproof so that it would not get wet when it rains. 



38)a)A

C 

B 

b)Nail C has the most number of coils of wire around the iron nail.Hence it
has the strongest magnetism and attracted the most number of thumbtacks. 

39)a)Living- B, A

Non-living - C 

b)The mould cannot make its own food.

c)Can be seen with a microscope

Useful-S

Cannot be seen with a microscope

Useful-R

40)a)Animal E:Bird

Animal F:Mammal 

b) 

Outer covering 

The way they 
reproduce 

Animal E 

Feather 

Lay eggs 

Animal F 

Hair 

Give birth to young 

c)Animal E only have two legs but animal F have four limbs.
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4. Mohammad observed two organisms and noticed these characteristics.

o iamP
No 
No 
Yes 
No No 

o nism Q
Yes 
Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Based on his observations, which one of the following best represents 
organism P and Q? 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

p 

5. Min Mel observed and took notes of an unknown aninal H.

Animal H has the folloWing characteristics:
• scales
• a tail
• reproduces by laying eggs

Based only on her Cbservations, which group(s) of aninals can 
animal H be daseifted as? 

(.1) reptiJe only 
(2) reptile or fish only
(3) Insects or fish only
(4) am� or fish only

3 



Refer to the diagram below to an�r question 6 and question 7. 

C ---��.na� ""' ..... 

0-----➔I 

6. The table below shOW$ the functions of part C and part D. of the plant

Which one of the foflOwing is correctly matched?

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

partC 
becomes a fruit 
·attracts anima1s
ma�food. 
has tiny holes to take in air 

oartO 
makes food -

hoids olant uoriaht 
anchors olant to the around 
carries food and water

7. Which one of the following correotty identifies � parts that can be
found io an plan1S?

(1) A, Band Conly
(2) B, D and E only
(3) C, D and E only
(4) A, C, D and E only

4 



8. Study the flc:1M:han below.

PLANTS 

No 

No 

s 

Yes 
R 

No 

Q 

Yes >-_,.P 

Based on the flowchart, which plant is most Ukely a bird's nest fern? 

(1} plantP 
(3) plant R

(2) plantQ
(4) plantS

9. Which one or-the following statements about the human Ol'gan systems
isCO(J9C(?

(1). The muscular system takes air Into our body.
(2) The reopiatoty system gives our body shape.
(3) The 8kefelal $ysteffl remove& e,coess water from our body.
(4) The circtatmy system oaniatutaeful.aub8tances to. all parts.of our body.

s 



10. Four pupils made the foDowing statements about the digestive system.

Joel Food in the stomach wll be .. - . further. 
Hashi The mouth, stomach and small intestine help to break down 

food. 
Dominic The digestive system does not remove excess water from 

di-- . . food. 
Shirley The digealed food, which turns ilto waste, is passed out of the 

body :: __ __:_ the anus. . 

Which of the folowing pupils have made the conect statement? 

(1) Joel and Hashi only
·(3) Joel and Dominic only

(2) Hashi and Shirley onJy
(4) Dominic and Shirley only

1.1. Which one of the folowing incorredJy clasaffles the organs in 1he body 
systems? 

di • tem
ti) -- blood vessel 
(2) stomach heart nose 
(3) ullet blood wind 
(4) small iniestine lu nose 

12. Shidy the diagram of the human digestive system shown below.

u-,...1---- D 
�,��-E 

Which parts of 1he digestive syslem produce digestive jujces? 

(1) A.Band e·on1y
(3) B, C and E 01W

8 

(2) A. C and D only
(4) C. 0 and E only



13. Ravi brought one end of a bar magnet near lo three objeds andobserved what happened next He drew arrows to indicate the directiontheobfectamoved. 

_I N ____ s_l ◄- - � 
object P 

s I 

sl bar magnet 

objectQ � - +

object R I (did not move)

Based on his obaervations, which of the object(s) is/2Q definitely amagnet(a)? 
(1) object P only 
(2) object Q only 
(3) object P and Q only(4) object Q and R only

14. Sarah set up an ete<:tromagnet using an iron nail, a wire and a newbattery. The electromagnet was able to attract 10 steel clips. 

Sarah then tried to attract some metal pn which were stmlar in sizeand mau-aa.-the•steel-clpe. She-foood-that-the electlomagnet couldnot attract any of the metal pins. 
What ls a possl>le rwon why the eledrornagnet cld not allract the pins? 
{1) The iron nail was too �-(2) There should be more batlelies used. (3) The pins were made of a � material (4) There were not enough cola of wire arotmd the Iron nal. 

7 



15. Study the classification tabk! below.

Group A 

sun 

star 
firefly 

Groupe 

fan 
box 
pen 

How were the objects in group A and 8 classified? 

16. A bal and a lghted bulb were placed inside a cardboard box as shown
below. The box has a small opening at one side. Lisa looked through
the hole and oould see the ban inside the box.

cardboard box 

lighted bulb 

Which one of the following correctly explains why Lisa is able to see
the ball Inside Jhe box? 

(1) Hereyesarea aourceofldlt-
(.2) The bal gives off lght that • reflected into her eyes. 
(3) LlgN torn the bul> falls onto-the ball end i& lellected into her f!ff8S. 
(4) Her 8)'eS lefleded light i'om the bulb to the bal and enters her eyes. 

8 



17. Shi Ttng connected a light sensor to a data logger as shown below.

torch material 
light 
sensor 

data 
logger 

She tested four different natelials to find out which material would 
allow the ·least·amount of lght to pass through. The graph below shows 
the resul:s of her experiment. 

Amount 
of 
light 
detected 
by light 
sensor 
(units} 

1000 

800 

600 

400 

200 

A B C 0 

Materials 

Based on the results in the graph, whieh one d the following materials 
should Shi Tmg choose 1o make a fish tank so that she could a her 
fish the dearest? 

( 1) materiaJ A
(2) material 8
(3) ma1erial C
(4) material 0

I 



18. Study the picture below. Jared could see his Lego toy when the lamp in
his room waa switched on.

Lego toy 

VVhich one � the following diagrams conaclly 8howa the path of light 
which alows Jared to see 1he Lego toy? 

(1) (2) 

(3) (4) 

10 



19. Study the diagrams below.

-Mr Urn's car broke down by the side of the road on a dark nighl To
avoid an accident. he placed a triangular marker some distance away
so that the approaching vehicles can see the marker from a distance.

Mr Lim's ---Mi::-.1 
car 

triangular -1�-""""' 
marker 

CarX 

triangular marker 

Which of the foUowing properties of light correctly exptain how the 
driver in car X can see the triangular marker from a distance? 

A Light is blocked-by·the-triangularrnarker. 
B Light is reflected by the triangular marker. 
C Light is absorbed by the tri$ngukir marker. 
D Light travels in a straight fine to the trlangufar marker. 

(1) 
(3) 

A and Bonly 
Band Dooly 

11 

(2) 
(4) 

A and Conly 
C and Dc;,nly 



20. Etla had two cut-out shapes, A and B, of different sizes, as shown in
the diagram. They are made of different materials.

B 

She placed A in front of a as shown in the diagram below and shone a 
torch in front of them. 

screen 
torch A 

stand 

EUa observed the following shadow on the screen. 

Based on 1he observations above, which of the following materials 
could object A and 8 be most tl(ely made of? 

(1) ..,__ _ __,;;,;;_�_;;;AAAL;J.�;,;._--+----�;;i.._-----t(2) -------------+--------,---,------1
(3) ..,___ ________ --1---------------------1
(4) L---__:.;;=:___----'----..=,;;;��;;.;.._--__,

12 



21. The diagram below shows the top view of a road leading to tall
bUlldings in the city. Mirrors were placed at some comers of the road
for the purpose of road safety.

F 

mirror A 

t 
mirror B 

Using mirrors A and B onty, which one of the following statements is 
false? 

(1) The driver in car G cannot see car F.
(2) The driver in car F cannot see car E.
(3) The dtiVer in car O cannot see car E.
(4) ihe driVer In car G cannot see car 0.

13 



22. The diagram below shows toy R which Colin was playing with. Toy R is
made of a material which does not aDow light to pass through.

toyR 

Colin shone a torchlight on toy R When he changed the position of the 
torchlight, different shadows were formed; 

Which one of thefolowing shadows could not.be-formed by toy�? 

(1) (2) 

(3) (4) 

14 



23. Objects, X, Y and Z, have been classified in the flowchart below based
on their properties.

Objects x.v and z

No 

X 

Yes 

No 

No 

y 

Yes "'>-�Z 

Which ene of the fo11c1Mng beat represents objects, X, Y and Z? 

X y 
(1) �___;-=-===-��1---*=---1--..c=il�--I
(2) �-..;:,;;·;;..._--1--...;.;ir;;r.;..;.;..,__1--__ =---1
(3) ·J,--......:;.:thunder;;;;:·:.:;=.;,;;.__--1----=•;:;.· _ __._.....:.;:�._� 
(4) L---�.;,_._....__ ___ milk�_.....__=•=-=1e _ __, 

1a 



24. Yi Wei filled a syringe with some tap water. She noticed that there was
some air in the syringe too. Yi Wei then blocked the tip and pulled the
plunger of the syringe upwards as shown in the diagram bek>w.

pulled upwards 

t 

Which one of the .following oorrectty describes what would happen to
the volume and mass of 'the air and water in the syringe when she
pulled the plunger? 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

Vo1ume of water

increase 
decrease 

same 
same 

Vol.ume of air 

decrease 
� 
increase 

�e

16 

Mass of water and 
•tr in the avrinae

Increase. 
same 
same 
same 



25. Rahin carried out experiments using a lever balance and the following
blocks cl materials.

A 

C 

(j 
Iron block 

500g 
100an3 

iron block 

iron block 

(1) Aonly
(3) Aand D only

plastic block 

plastic block 

17 

B. • 

Plastic block 
500g 

400an3 

(2) 8 only

plastic block 

plastic block 

(4) Band C only



26. Siti wanted to find out the volume of a cork that was tied to a metal
block which she.had dropped "'into a cylilder of water as shown in the
diagram below.

cytinder---� 

The following measurements. w. X, Y and z. were taken. 

W Volume of water
X Volume of metal block 
Y Volume of water and metal block 
Z Volume of water. metal block and cork 

Which one of the following comb:inations of measurements given to Sill 
will not allow her to find the volume of the cork? 

(1) X and 2 only
(2) Y and 2 only
(3) W. X and.Z onlV
(4) W, Y and Z only

18 



27. Wei- ling used a IEnler' bala,ce to C8lfY out an elCl)eliment wlh 4
olfferent· blocks, K. L. M and N. The diagrarns below show her 
observalions. 

Which one of the foDowfng stalement$ ls 00ff9d? 
{1) i.hasthegrealestnw.
(2). N ha smaller meas than L 
(3) KMS·�maaathan,M.L
(4) M his greater 1118891han N. 

19 



28. An experiment was done using a U-shaped glass container with a tube
attached to one ann of Ute glass container. The glass container was
filled with 300 ml of water as shown in the diagram below.

tube 

glass ---
container 

- - -

�������-�-= .. _�·==·=�-�-��•�..!�i�l�[ 

stopper 

300mlwater 

Nr can be pumped in or drawn out of the glass container through the 
attached tube. 
Which one of the following shows the correct observations? 

A 

C 

(1) 
(3) 

---- ---
---.-.---+- -- -
-_._-_�_: _ -. ::.·:_ 
--------.. ---.-.---� :_-.,r 

---· 
---...---- ------------------------------__________ ....,,.._ ---------------------��---:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-

A and Conly 
8and0only 

+-. .air in 

20 

B �air in 

---- �������-.;:� .. =-�=-�--=�-=-... ==���� 
D 

(2) (4) 

..... -�------ -----

---- -----------------________ ,..._ .. __---------------------•.-. ---

A and Donty 
A. B and C only
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Section e (44 marks) 
Write your answeJS to questions 29 to 41 in the spaces provided. 

29. Syahirah found a caterpillar on a plant and observed it for 3 weeks.
She recorded her observations in her Science journal. Based on her journal
entries, state the characteristic of living things which was observed.

Three days ago I found some tiny �llets on o leaf and my 
Science teacher said I had found some butterfly eggs! 
Here is a drawing I made for one of the eggs. 

(a) Characteristic of living things shown by the butterfly laying eggs: ( 1 J 

The caterpillars have emerged and they have 
big appetites for lea� This caterpillar is 
eating a leaf. 

(b) Characteristic of living things shown by the caterpillar:

r The caterpillGrs ore interestingl When I gently poke one 
of them with o stick, it curls up irnmediotelyl 

(c) Characteristie of living things shown by the caterpillar:

r 
Something hos hat,penedl The caterpillars are tnuch 
bigger and longer. They are stud< to the tree branches. 

(d} Characteristio of Oving things shcMn by the caterpillar: 

2 

[1] 

• . . . 
·-

(1} 

(1)



30. Study the diagram of lhe two plants, X and Y. below.

(8) 

(b) 

(c) 

plant X plant Y 

Based only on the diagram above, Which plant Will most likely bear 
fruits? Give a reason for your answer. [1] 

Jerome observed a 1hird plant, plant Z. It has no flowers or spores. He 
concluded that it WM a non-flowering plant 
Explain why Jerome·s conclusion is wrong. (1) 

Besides flowering and non-flowering plants, -Jerome classified plant x.
y and z in anolher way. Complete the headings for his 
clasiification tablebebw. (1) 

(0 (B) 

ptanlX plantY 
plantZ 

3 



31. Observe animal P shown in the diagram below.

hard outer covering 

animal P 
(a) Based on the diagram above, which group of animals does animal P

belong to? (1] 

(b) Based on the characteristics of animal P, give 2 other reasons for your
answer in (a). (Do !)Ct mention hard outer covering) [2)

{i) ____________________ _

(ii) ____________________ _

In ancient times, a knight would wear a suit made of iron to CCNer their bodies 
before going to fight In a battle. 

(c) In what way is the outer covering of animal P and the iron suit similar in
function? [1)

4 



32. The diagram below shows two plants, J and K. Plant K is climbing up a pole.

plant K 

(a) Label the stems on each plant {1) 

(b) Based only on the diagram •. desaibe a difference between the
stem in plant J and the stem in plant K. [1) 

(c) State one functioo of the stems in plant J and K {1) 

5 



33. Darius ate a plate of chicken rice for recess. He plotted a graph to show what
he expects the amount of undigested food to be just before it leaves each part
of his digestive system.

amount of 
undigested 
food 

mouth gullet stomach small large 
intestine intestine . 

time (h) 

Darius askest his teacher to chectc his graph. Mrs Lee pointed out that the 
amount of undigested food in the gullet and small intestine are incorrect. 

(a) Complete the bar graph below to correctly show the amount of undigested
food at the following parts: (2)

(i) gullet
(ii) small Intestine

amount of 
undigested 
food 

mouth gullei stomach small large 
.iotestine Intestine 

6 

time(h) 



(b) Our organ systems WOik closely together to help us fundion property. 
How do the digestive system and circulatory system work together? [2] 

7 



34. The diagram below shows a toy with three ring magnets which pass through a
smooth plastic rod.

plastic rod D 

E 

F 
magnet 3 ----. 

&.-----�-- base 

(a) Identify the poles of the ring magnets as indicated by 0, E, F and G. (2)

D:

E: --------
F:
G: _______ _

(b) State a property of magnets which is shown in the diagram abov�. [1]

Without adding or taking away any parts of the toy, Ravi made a change to 
one of the magnets and observed that it now looks like this. 

{c) 

magnet 1 

magnet2 

magnet3 

. 

I ....\...._ - base

What was the change that Ravi made?

8 

(1)



35. Nigel and his friends diri an experiMant wilh three torchlights and a piece of
Lego block on a lablelop. They -.,ted to find out how the position d the
torchlight aflects the length and poslion of the shadow formed by the Lego
block. They placed al three torchlighls 10 an .,,., from the Lego block.

The diagram shows a side view from aJ)oYe.

Lego 
block 

(a) Which torchlight was swftched <>n to form 1he shadow as shown in the
cr,agram above? [11 

8 



Nigel held a fourth torchlight, labelled X, at a distance of 25 an away from the 
Lego block as shown in the diagram below. 

X 

Lego 
block 

(b) When only torchlight X was switched on. Nigel noliced_·2 changes to the
shadow formed as compared to the shadow he had seen earlier.

What were the two changes that he most likely noticed? (2)

(i) ____________________ _

(ii)_____________________ _

10 



36. Georgia did an experiment using object T.

ob;ectT 

Object T was placed diredtf tn:ler a light source in a dart< room. A shadow 
W8$ formed on screen Q. 

light source 

objectT 

__ / _____,/ 
screenQ 

In the box below. draw the shadow of object T which was fonned on screen a. c21 

shadow formed on� Q 

11 



37. Olivia and Sean each has a puppet. X and Y, of similar size and height

OIMa"s puppet X Sean·s puppet Y 

Both children went behind a saeen to play with their puppets. The lamp was 
shtning brightly behind the children. 

shadow of 
puppetX 

screen 

shadoiwof 
puppetY 

(a) Based on 1he shadows formed. write 1he lettera X and Y In the
correct box• provided to rep� the position of Olivia's and Sean's
puppets behind the screen. (1)

. light source

I\ 

□ □ �-□ □ 
shadow of puppet X 12 shadow of puppet y



Olivia stood behind the screen again, holding another toy S this time.

shadow of 
toys 

(b) Sean obsetved that toy S cast a IJghter shadow than-puppets x-and Y
on the screen. Give a reason Why the st,adow was lighter. [1]

(c) Based on \he setup at>c)\,e, state 2 properties of light that explains how
the shadows were formed. (2)

(i) ----------- ----------

(Ii) ___ _______________ _ 

13 



38. Teck Wai has a syringe containing 50 ml of gas A. He pumped all the gas A
into a 60 ml test tube, lest tube P.

syringe 

50ml 
gas A 

11---- test tube P 
60ml 

(a) What will be the amount of space that gas A occupies in test tube P?
(1) 

Teck Wai repeated the experiment with a smaller 30ml test tube, test tube Q. 

(b} VVhat will be the volume of gas A in test tube Q? {11 

(c) Write down the property of gas A that .is demonstrated in Teck Wai's
experiment (1)

14 



39. Finn filled a bottle to the brim with water. He then dropped a marble into the
bottle and noticed that the water in the bottle overflowed.

{a) Explain his observation. 11) 

A water tank is attached to every toilet bowl. The water tank is filled with water 
to level L. After every flush. water enters the water tank and re-fills to level L. 
However, F'mn wanted to use less water for each flush .. 

Finn has the foOowing items. 

empty bottle ·•-
;- 7-:_,. -i 1,\ .• -.- -- ··'" •• .,, ... "'1 �-,:.�� .. f 

----tevell 
water tank 

sand •• 
(Q) Using the items above. describe what Finn could do so that he would

use Ian water to flush the toilet [1J

(c) Explain your answer in part (b).

15 
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40. Two solid blocks, F and G. of different sizes, are made of the same materia1.

Ei1 
F 

10cm3 

_r _____ o 
G 

40cm3

They were dropped into a tank of water separately. Block G sank into the 
water and the water level rose as shown in diagram A below. 

(a) Draw the water level in diagram 8 when block F was dropped into the
tank of water. (1) 

---------------------------------_._ ______________ _ ------------------------------------------- ----------------------- -------------___________ .., ___ _----------------------------·--·-----------------
-----►----·------------- - - -------- ---------------------------------------------------·-·---------------------------� 

----- ------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------�=---------------------------·-----------------------------------
tank of water diagram A diagram B 

Using a measuring cylinder, 40 mrof sand was measured and poured Into the 
tank of water. The new water level is shown in diagram C. 

----------:-------.. ---.. :----.----
-: ... :-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:- :-:-:-:---------------------------·----·······--·----------------------�:::::=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:: 

tank of water 

---------------------------------------------------------------· �-�------------·-:-----:---------------=--·--:-
-- .. -

-
-

--:--------
-

---
-

- p -----· - --- -- - - -� -- --
-���=-f.�:-:::.=:=-:::.=:=:=:�=:=:=-

diagram A 

sand 

diagram C 

(b) Explain why the water level in diagram A and Care not 1he same. {1) 

16 



41. Emily filled a container with water as shown bek>w.

----straw 

Emily blew 5 times into the straw which was attached to the opening of 
balloon. She covered the opening .of the straw with her thumb after every 
blow. 

(a) Write down 2 observations that Emffy would mak�. (2) 
(i) -------------------

00 _____________ -=--------
(b) Explain the obsetvations above. [2) 

Using the same con1ainer, Emlty did a similar setup. This time. the balloon 
was removed and the end of the straw was covered with a ball of plasticine as 
shown in the diagram below. 

---- plasticine 

straw 

(c) What will happen if Emily pumped water into tube B?

17 
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the amount of water used to refill water tank to level L. 

040) (a) -

(b) There are air spaces in the sand, water can occupy these air spaces,

therefore water level in diagram C will be lower than water level in

diagram Q.

041) (a) (i) Water overflows

(ii) Balloon becomes bigger

(b) The air inflates the balloon, causing it to occupy more space. Water

has a definite volume and therefore gets displaced and overflows

from Tube 8.

(c) The plasticine will pop off

Pg3 
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1. The flower shown below doses at night and only opens In the early morning.

At nlght In th� morning 

Which one of the following ch�racterlstics of living things does the above flower
sho\v? 

.. 

(1) Living things die.
(2) living things reproduce.

(3) living things need air. food and water to survive.

(4) Living things respond to changes In Its surroundings.

1 P4 SA1 Science 2017 



2. The� chart below shows how some anlrnals are claSslfled into groups A, B,
Cando.

Animals 

Does not have hair · Lays eggs
aa body covering 

The diagram below 8howa a bal 

Bet 

Which of the groups. A, B. C or D does the bal-belong to? 

(1) A
(2) B

(3) C
(4) D

Ooosnot 
lay egg 

2 P4 SA1 Science 2011 
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3. The diagrams below show animals X and Y.

Animal X Animal Y 

Based on the above diagrams. whtch one of the fonowlng statements is correct? 

(1) Both animals X and Y are insects because they_have six Jegs.
(2) Both animals X and Y ale not insects because they do not have three

body parts.
{3) Only anltnal Y Is an Insect because it has feelers but anlmaJ X does not 

have feelers. 
(4) Only anlmal X fs · an Insect because animal X has wings but animal Y 

does not have wings. 

4. Which one Qf the following la a characterJstic of all fungi?

(1) All fungi can be eaten.
(2) All fungi reproduce by seeds.
(S) All fungt cannot make their own food.
(4) AH fungi cannot be seen with our naked eyes.

3 P4 SA 1 Science 2017 





6. The flow chart below shows how some animafs are classified Into groups P,
Q, Rand S.

;� 

Adutt·has
sbc legs 

Animals 

Young resembles Young does not 
adult resembl& adult 

Adutt does not 
have six legs 

Adult has 
wiriga 

Adult does not 
havewfngs 

The d�s below show the young and adult of anima1 X. 

• 
Young Adult 

Which one of the following groups does animal X belong to? 

(1) p

(2) Q
(3) R
(4) S

5 P4 SA1 Sden�20.17 



7. The diagram below shows ·the life cycle of a frog.

Which one of the followlrig Is true about the rite cycle of the frog? 

(1) It has an egg �tage.
(2) It has a pupal stage.
(3) The young does not feed.
(4) It has a four-stage life cycle.

8. Which one of the following shows the· oorrect stages of development of a
flowering plant?

(1) (2) 

/' ptant�th /' plant with 
fruits ' flowers 

� 

plant with seed plant with .seed 
flowers fruits 

·, / ' . . / 
young plant young plant 

(3). (4) 

/' young /' plant with 
plant 

� 
fruits "' 

ptant with seed young seed 
fruits plant 

"- plant with / ' plant with .I 
flowers flowers 
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9. The diagrams below show four set-ups with equal number of green bean seeds
placed iri different conditions.

substance to 
absorb 

air-tight moisture in ttwailf l-sew 
dry ; ., :".:: � seed 
eoH 

Set-UQ.R. 

substance air-tight �� 1-
� _,.:7 seed

8()il ·.

Set-UDT 

damp � .. -7:J 
soJI 

. . Set-ups 

dry ��-r-J 
sou 

Set-upU 

In which one of-the follow1ng set-ups. wDI the seeds germinate? 

(1) R
(2) S
(3) T
(4) U

seed 

seed 

10. Which one of th� f9'� shows the organs in the human respiratory system?

(1) gullet, lungs, nose
(2) g�l1et, lungs, mouth
(3) nose, heart. windpipe 
(4} lungs, nose, windpipe 

11. Which one of the following oorrecttY. matches the system to 'Its function?

System Function 
(1) Skeletal system Remove$ excess water from our body 

(2) Muscular system Allows us to move different parts of our body 

(3) Resp1ratory system Carries useful substances to an parts of our

CIR;ulatory system Takes alr Into our body 

7 P4 SA1 SdencEi 2017 



12. Four differen.t types of food. P, Q, Rand S, were mixed with some digestive
juice$ and left on the table in the science lab for two houis.

The graphs below show the amount of undigested food left al the start and at
the end of two hours.

Amount of 
undigetted food 

... ...
:::-···•.• . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . '

P Q R S 

Type of food 

At the .tart of experiment 

Amount of 
undiges ed food 

p Q 
Type of .food 

s 

At the end of experiment

Based on the above graphs. whtch ·type of food, P, a. R ors, took the longest 
time to digest? 

(1) p
(2) Q
(3) R
(4) S
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13. Amy wanted to find out how the amount of digestive iuice affects the rate of
digestion offood.

Which of the foDowlng variables should be keot constant in order to ensure a
fair test?

A Type of food 
B Amount of food 
C Amount of digestive jUlce 
D Time taken for the food to'be broken down comptetety 

(1) Aonty
(2) A and B only
(3) C and O only
(4) B, C and D only

14. Jenny· placed a plant ln a beaker of red coloured water for three h,ours. A1ter
three houre. she out -a section of the item of th8 plant end observed that some
parts were coloured red aa ahown in the diagram below.

partM 
(coloured red) 

Which one of the following correctly identifies parts L and M? 

PartL PartM 
(1) FOO<J.canying tube Food-carrying tube 
(2) Food--canying _tube Water.carrying tube 
(3) Water-canylng tube Water-carryf 119 tube 
(4) �r�nylng tube Food-carrying tube 

9 P4 SA 1 Science 2017 



15. The diagram below shows a tree with part J.

Three pupns made the following statements about part J: 

Arny: Part J holds the plant upright. 
Caleb: Part J takes In water from the ground. 
Dennis: Part J transports water from the leave to all parts of the plant. 

Which of the following pupns made the oorrect statements about part J? 

(1) Amy only
(2) Amy and Dennis only
(3) Caleb and Dennis only
(4) Amy, Caleb and Dennis·

16. A plant was placx,d In a black box with a hole. The diagrams below show the
plant at the be{linnlng of the experimen_t arid at the end of one week,

. �sp&ctlvety. 

After one week 

Which one of the following best explains the above observation after one week? 

(1) The plant has a weak stem.
(2) The stem could not support the leaves of the plant
(3) The roots are not receiving enough water for the plant.
(4) The leaves grew towaros the opening to obtaln more sunlight to make food.

10 P4 SA1 Science 2017 



17. A plant with damaged stem was placed lo a beaker of blue-coloured water and
left near a windoW-for twenty-four hours. The diagram �low st,ows the plant
after twenty-four hours. The parts of 1he·p1ant that had been stained blue were
Indicated by the sh$.ted r?arts as shown below.

beaker 

---=-- blU&-cok>ured 
i:.:..:..:.:.:..:.z:.:..:.:.:.=::.;::.:.=.:.:.=� water 

Based on the diagram above, at which one of the following perts. A, B, c. or D, 
was the stem d�? 

(1) A
(2) B
(3) C
(4) D
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18. The table below shows some inform�tion on the properties of materials J, K, L,
and M. A tick(✓) indicates the presence of the property.

Material Flexible Waterproof Breaks Does not allow light 
easily toDA&Sthrouah 

J ✓ ✓ ✓ 
K ✓ ✓ ✓ 
L ✓ ✓ 
M ✓ ✓ 

The-umbrella shown below Is used to shelter the user from the rain and sunlight. 

Which one of the following shows the most suitable materials for making parts 
X and Y of the umbrella? 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

PartX 
J 
K 
L ·
M 

.PartY 
L 
M 
K 
J 

12 P4 SA 1 Science 2017 
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19. Ung LiRg set up an experiment as shown below to Investigate a property of
three s1rlps. P. Q and R. which were made of different materials.

beaker of water·--

strip ---
:--.ii.a,,;.;�,__ 

wooden -
block 

________ distance between the 
1- hjghest and lowest

_____ 'f points of the strip 

She added different amounts of water into the beaker � on each strip until
the distance between the highest and lowest polnta of 1he strip reached 2 cm. 

Based on her result$, she concluded that sbip P wae the most flexlble and strip 
Q was the least fleXlbJe. 

Which of tho following results did she observe fn order to draw the conclusion 
above? 

Amount of water In beaker (ml) 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

p 
30 
30 
60 
90 

. 

Q R 
90 60 
60 90 
90 30 
30 60 

. . 
20. The table belOYI shows some properties of substances X, Y and Z. A tick{,/)

Indicates the p�sence � 1he property.

Property Sub81anc•X SubstanceY SubstanceZ 

Hasmass ✓ ✓ 

Has a definite volume ✓ 
Takes the shape of the 
container that it Is ; • - .. ln 

Which one of the following correctlv reoresents .substances X. Y and Z? 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

Substance ,C 
a1r 
oil 

oxygen 
water 

Substance Y 
rock 
rock 

water 
Hgl\1 

13 

Subeta�cez 
shadow 

heat 
air 

Oxyg8A 
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21. Diagrams 1 and 2 below show two idenUcal beaker$ �lning substances A
and B when placed on a table top and when tilted at an angle, respectively.

22. 

A B 

Diagram 1 table top 

A 8 

Dlagtam 2 table top

Based on the observatior:i above, which one of the following statements about
substances A and B is correct? 

(1) Substanc& A has a greater mass than substance B.
{2) Substance A Is a llquJd while substance B Is a soUd. 

(3) Substance A has a definite shape but not substance B.

(4) S_ubstance A cannot be compressed but substance B can be -
compres�.

Meimel placed a balloon attached to a straw into a basin an.d then ·filled the 
..!leaker with plog pong balls to me brim, as 6hown in the dfagram below. 
\:o.5 \<"\. straw 

ping __ ..._........J-'�I 

pong 
ball 

When Meimei blew into the straw, she observed that some of the ping pong 
baDs spilled out of the basin. 

Which one of the following best explains her observation? 

(1) Each ping pong ball has a definite shape.

(2) The air In the bafloon has no definite shape.

(3) The Inflated balloon occupied more space In the beaker.

(4) The air In between the ping pong balls has no deflnlte volume.

14 P4 SA1 Science 2017 
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23. T\Yo Jdenbl balloe>ns. X and Y, were filed with equal amounts d air and then
attached to a rod, as shown 1n the diagram below.

c:c======�====:::r_,_-roc1 
ttrilg---, t--� 

X y 

An addlonal 20 an3 cl afr wae pumped Into balloon X. 

Which cl the foloWlng Obeervaflons ls/are correct after addltlonal 20 cm3 of .air 
WU pumped INC baloon X? 

A Baloon Y decree8ed In eize. 
B Toe rod remained horizontal. 
C . The rod filled t:loWffiwlrda at baloon X. 
D Balloon X wat bigger ln·1tze 1han baloon Y. 

(1) A and I) onty
(2) 8 and D only 
(3) C end D only 

· (�) A. C and D cnty
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24. Susan conducted an experiment using set-u.ps. P and a. as shown below. She
attached a ple.ce of dry tissue in each cup at the same position. She made a
hole in cup Y. Then she inverted and pushed each cup into a basin of water.

cupY cupX 

Arties�· hole--,��e 
-- -------- --- � om3 of .-.-.:.-.-.... -:.-:.-.-.-- � 

. ::::::::::::::::=:!�::3::=:= water :-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-=-=� ----... ---·-----
Set-up P Set-upQ 

Whk:h. one of the following shows the correct obs�tion? 

(1) Water entered CUJ) X but not cup Y.
(2) More water entered cup X than cup Y.
(3) The tissue in both cups, X andY, remained dry.
(4) The water levels in both basins, P and Q, dropped.

200 an3 

of water 
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25. The diagram below shows a vessel with openings P, Q and R. Openjng R was
sealed with a piece of cork.

cork 

When water was poured into 1he vessel through opening P, which of the, 
foUowfng shows 1he correct water levels In each Of)enlng of the vessel? 

(1) 

(3) 
p 

··.. .. ... 

Q R 

-- -- ------------------------------··········----------· -----------------------------------------------············----------·�-·

(2) 

(4) 
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26. The diagram below shows an arrangement of four magnets. The poles of the
magnets are labelled A, B,C. D, E and F respectively.

A C D E 

B F 

Which otle of the following �rrangemerits of the f'outma,nets is possible? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

F C D j 

E A eJ 

F A B D 

E C · · 01 

F A 

C E 

0- F A a I 
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27. Lily magnetised an Iron bar P using the stroking method a� shown in Diagram
1 below.

.... - .... 
✓ .... 

I � 
' ., > 

iron bar P ----c::::::J 
·Diagram 1

magnet a

Then she attached the magnetised Iron bar P to a s1rlng and placed magnet Q 
near to it She ob8erved that Iron bar P moved In the ·direction as shown In 
Diagram 2 below. 

Key:
--. Dlre¢tlon of 

movement 

iron bar P I -N __ ._a ........ 1--�agnet Q

Diagram 2 

. . 
Which fJf the 'following actions would ctluse- Iron bar P to move further away 
from magnet Q? 

A Heat Iron bar P over a flame. . . 
B Drop Iron bar P onto the ground for a few times. 
C Stroke Iron bar P with the magnet for a greater number of times. 

(1) B only
(2) Conly
(3) A and B c;,nly
(4) A, Band C
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28. The diagram below shows a way to separate a mixture of materials.

mixlute of 
materials direction of 

movement of belt 

magnet 

Do 
binP bin Q 

Which of the following shows the materiaJs that can be found in bins P and Q? 

BlnP BlnQ 

(1) iron, nickel aluminium, plastic. 

(2) cobalt, plastic copper, steel 

(3) nick&I, tobatt iron, plastic 

(4) plastic. aluminium cobalt, nickel 

20 P4 SA1 Science 2017 
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Name: _________ Index No: Class: P4" __ 
SECTION B (44 marks) 
For questions 29 to 41, write your answers clearly in the spaces provided. The number of-rnarb avaffat?le is shown in brackets ( ) at the end of each question or part question. 
29. ·Susan ·placed different types of plants 'in·three identical tubes of water, P, Q'Bnd R. One of th& plants waa a plastic plant The diagram below shows. one of

�-... -·

·the set--ups.

The three set-ups were left near the wll'\dow for three days. The table below shows the amount ot water left in each set-up at the start· and end of the experiment. 

. (a) 

(b) 

Amo�nt of wa19! left In tl)e tube (ml) Set-ups. Day1 Day3. 15 30 
Q 30 30 ·R so 20 

Which one of the set-ups, P, Q or R, contained the pJas1Jc plant? Give a reason for your answer. · 
[1] 

SU$8n repeated the experiment With set-up P but wrapped the roots of the plant with a plastic bag. 
Would the amount of water left ln the tube be less than 15ml. greater 

· than 15ml or remain the$ame at 30ml at the end of the experiment? Give a reason for your answer. (1] 

Continue on next page I SCOffl L31 
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Continue from previous page 

Susan prepared four more similar set-ups. The table below shows the 
Information on the four set,.ups, W, X, Y and Z. 

Location where Number Amount of water In tf)• 
Set-up Type of plant tube at the start of the set-up la placed ofteaves axoertment (ml) 

w PfantM open field 20 30 

X .PlantM or,enfield 40 30 

y PlantN OD81lfieJd 40 30 
z PlantN Cla881'QOfll 20 20 

(c) . Which set-ups, W, X. Y and z. should Susan compare If she wants to
.investigate : 

(i) if the type of piant affects the amount of water taken In by 1he
plant? (1)

Set.up ____ and set.up----

(ii) if the nt.mber of leaves affects the amount..of.watec.taen In by the
plaflt? (1)

Set-up ____ and set-up ___ _

I �re [/31 
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30. Melissa classified four animals, which are not drawn to scale, into two groups
as shown below.

Fish Mammal 

(a} Based on the above diagrams, describe clearly one ob8efvabJe 
difference between 1be fish and mammat. [11 

Fish Mammal 

Melissa made the following observations on animal K: 

• Lives in water
• Has short hair
• Breathes through lungs

(b) · Based on the infonnation above, In which group, 1Fish' ·or 'Mammar. does 
enlmal K belong to? Explain your answer clearly. (21 

scaeki]
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31. The diagrams below show 1he life cycles of animats P and Q.

Animal P Animal Q 

(a) B8$ed on your observations on the above <fragrams, state one differJ:)flCe
between. the� rire cycles. [1]
(Note: Do not compare shape, size and number of s1ages.)

The graphs below show the amount of food taken in by animals P and a in one 
fife cycte. 

(b) 

Amount 
of food 
(g) 

Gra hR 
Time 

Amount 
of food 
{g) 

Gra hS 

Time 

Which one of the graphs, R or S, represents the amount of food taken in 
by Animal Q as it grows? Explain your answer. [21 

[ Score [2:] 
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32. The diagram below shows the cross-section of a seed.

�=�--s 
�H---T 

Nf;,,�--- u

(a) Which part, S, T, U or V, represents the 'seed leaf?

(b) State one function of the seed leaf.

(11 

(1) 

The diagram- below shows a young plant which has just germinated from a 
seed. 

soil 

(c) The two seed leaves were removed and the plant was left in the garden
for one week. ·After one week, it was observed that the plant continued
to grow and increase ih height Explain the � clearly. [2)
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33. The flow chart below shows how some substances are transwrted in the
human body to provide energy"for the legs to bend.

0� 
digested 

D�tive System E SystelriF . 
system 

oxygen and 
digested food 

•·
Leg muscles 

(a) Based on the above Information, Identify systems E and F. [2) 

(i) System E : ........_ ________ system

(i) System F : _________ system

(b) Name the organ In the digestive $.Y818m where the digested foed leave
the digestive system and enter� F. (1]
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34. The graph below shows the amount of undigested food that has just enteredthe different organs in the hum�n dlgesttve system.
120 
100 
80 Amount of 

&rndlgestad 60food'(IJ} 
20 

B C D 
Organs 

(a) Based on the lnft>nnatioh above, whtch organ, A, B, C, Dor E, representsthe � intestine? e(plain your answer. [2]

(b) In the �ph above, the amount of undigested food that just enteredorgans D and I; are the same.
What could organs D and E possibly be? [1}
Organ D: ______ _

Organ E: _________ _

I Seo� k31 
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35. Nee� planted a seed in a pot of soil and placed near the windQW. She observed
the development of the seed into seedling over a period of time.

(a) Neela recorded her observations as shown below (not in order). Fil in
the correct boxes with -i•, "3. and •4• to show the correct order of the
development of seed. Stages '1' and· '5' have been indicated for you. {11

0 The seed leaves shrink in site and drop off. 

D The shoot emerges from the seed. 

D The roots emerges from the seed. 

D The leaves appear. 

8 The seed coat ruptures. 

(b) Neela planted another seed of the same type In another pot of soil and
placed It In a dark cupboard instead of near 1he window.

Would the seed be able to germinate? Explain your answer clearly. (2)
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36. Sophie set up the experiment below to investigate a property of three different
materials; P, Q and R. All the materials were of the same length.

$Upport support 

For each material, weights are added onto the material until it �rted. to break. 
Her resub are shown in the graph below. The mass of the weights that cause
each material to start to break are recorded in the graph below . 

. Mass of 
weights 

(g) 

p Q R Material 

(a) Identify the property of the materials that Sophie was testing in the above
experiment [11 

(b) Based on the above results, Sophie chose material P to make a book
shelf to store her books. Give a reason for her choice of material. [1)

(c) Besides the length of materials, name another variable that should be
kept constant in order to ensure a fair test. (1)
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37. The flow chart below shows ho� some items are classified.

Hams 

Yes Yes 

No 

sound 

No 

C 

A 

B 

Answer the following questions based on the Information above. 

(a) $tate .one simUarity and one difference between B al'}d C. [2]

Smlarity : __________________ _

Differenqe : ___________________ _

(b) Suggest a possi>le question X. [1} 

(c) Which item, A. B or C, would represent the fonowtng correctly? 11] 

(i) Oil 

Qij Plasticine 

30 
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39. Afice conducted an experiment using the set-up as shown below.

(a) 

pump 
sealed container 

tOOcm3 ofQ 

Aiter Alice used the tap. to remove 20 cm3 of Q fl'()m the container, she
observed that the volume of I> in the container was 170 cm3•

Identify the slates (solld, liquid or gas) of substances P, ·Q and R. [2] 

(� Substance P =-----
(ii) Substance Q : _____ _

(b) ·Which property of substance P did you use to obtain your answer in (a)(i)?
[1] 

(c) After removing 20 cm3 of Q from the container In part (a), she used the
pump to add 10 cm3 of P Into the container. · · 

What fs the final volume of substance P In the container? [1)

-----cm3 

I &ore L2fl 
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40. Jessie fdled contamer P with 100 cm3 sand and then added 100 cm3 of water
into it, as show'n In the diagrams below.

(a) 

ContainerP 

:·. :: �� -:·��!�� �:: ·. ·: t �: � � �-
; . ., ·. ·.•• :·.�·. �·.:· .. ·. :. � •. ���· 
'•.: •, ��: · .. � :-:.-:. ·. · .. \�'-: -::............ •.•····· ··• .. •·· �-,·. , ..... , .. ' .. ,., \ ... ,, 

'-'' : .. JJ)i1. ,,: •:.: ·J •:• ;:. 

ContalnerP 

� why the ·final volume of the content in container P was less 1han 
200cm'. l2J

Jessie filled another identical container Q wfth. plasticine. 8$ sbown In diagram 
below. 

Container Q · 

Then she poured In 100 cm3.of water.

(b) What would the final votume of the content in container Q be after
pourJng in 100 an3.ofwater? Put a tick(,/) in the correct box. [11

D 170cm3 

□ Mo$ than 170 cm3.

D Less than 170 an3

33 
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41. CaroJ constructed an electromagnet usln9 an iron bar P, as shown in" the
dijlgtam below. The different parts of iron bar P were labelled x, Y and z.

y 

X · z • lron bar P

2 cnl . . .,.--- trayl;clfl,$� tnetalpin 

She placed a tray of pil')S 2· cm below the Iron bar and recorded her observations 
for part X·fn the table below. 

Parts of iron bar X y z 
Number of metal 
pins attracted to 10 
the Iron bar 

(a) Predict jhe number of metal pins-attracted to parts Y and z of the Iron
bar and write your answers·ln the above table. [1] 

ff>). Using the same Iron bar and ,ame type of batteries, suggest two ways. 
to increase the total number of pins aura� to the iron bar. [2] 

(i) 

(ii) 

Continue on next page 
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Continue from previous page 

(c) Carol placed iron bar Q, near end Z of the iron bar P, as shown in the
diagram below.

iron 
barP z 

string 

iron 
barQ 

Carol obseNed that the iron bar Q moved towards iron bar P1 as 
indicated by the arrow in the above diagram. She concluded that Iron bar 
Q is a magnet. 

Do you agree with her? Explain your answer clearly. [1] 

-� 

-The End-
Setters: Ms K. Shaheena, Mdm Lim SY 

I Score 0 
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EXAM PAPER 2017 (P4) 

SCHOOL : RAFFLES GIRLS' 

SUBJECT : SCIENCE 

TERM: SAl 

ORDER CALL: 

Ql Q2 Q3 
4 1 1 

Qll Q12 Q13 
2 2 2 

Q21 Q22 Q23 
3 3 3 

Q4 
3 

Q14 
2 

Q24: 
3a . . . 

Q5 ._ . QE,' .,Q7 QB Q9 QlO 
1 ,. ·. . �-1 t 1 1 2 4 

Qb,5. Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20 
1-, .. '4 2 2 1 1 

Q25 C).26 Q27 Q28 
·'4 � 1 2 .1 

29)a)Q. It did not absorb any water and plants need water to survive so it is a
· · plastic plant.

. . . . 

b)lt woul8 rerrlain tbl!! same at 30ml at the end of the experiment. The plastic
bag prevents.t�e roots from absorbing water. Therefore, it will remain in the 
same. 

o)j)jt. -� y ..

30)a)Frs.h

Has scales

ii)W , X

Mammal

Has hair

b}lt belongs to the group mammals. As it br-.eathe through lungs but fish
breathe through gills and it has hair b_ut fish body covering is scales. 



31)a)Animal P young resembles its adult but animal Q young does not resemble
its adult.

b)Graph R. When it is at Larval stage it eats a lot but when it is a pupal stage
it ·does not feed and when it is an adult it eats normally it begins to eat again.

32)a)V.

b)lt has food stored at the seed leaf so when it is growing it will the fQod_.
Since it does not have true leaves yet. 

c)Since it has its true leaves it can make its own food, SQ it-.poes··-e..at·need the
seed leaves. 

33 )a )i) Respiratory ii)circulatory

b)Small intestine.

34)a)B. It has the least amount of undigestetf-fO'Qd as most of �he fo_od is
digested �nd absorbed at the small int�stine·�o it 1s· B.

b}O; stoma·ch

35)a) 3,2,4

�: Gullet 

b)The seed will still' be able,to germinate. It does not need light to
germinated. It still can recei_ve air., water and warmth. 

36)a )The ·str�ngth &f.-tfie mate·rial.

b)P is the strovl")_gest ·ruaterial as it can hold the greatest mass of weights 
placed on P u_nt!Ht'l,roke. 

c)Thf! thickness of the materials.

37la)SinJilarity: Both B and C cannot be compressed. 
•' 

Difference : B takes the shape of the container but C does not take the 
shape of the container. 

b)Does it occupies spc}ce-.

c)i)B ii)C



_J 

38)a)i)Not

b)X , Y , Z

39}a)i) P: Gas

ii)True

ii)Liquid

iii)True

b)P has no definite volume.

c)l70cm3

iv)False

40)a)S and has small spaces in betwee_!l each particle of sand so t� \vat�.r ,Will
fill up the spaces in between. Therefore, the water level has l�ser ,than.,l00cm3.

b)Mor.e than 170cm3

4l)a)Y: 0 Z: 10 

b)i)She could coit more times around the iron bar.

ii)She could add more batteries .

c)No. She did not observe repulsion 16etwee.n the two bars. Q war only
attracted to P. 
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11. Study the diagram below. W, X, Yand Z represent the various stages in the life
cycle of a butterfly.

w X y z 

Which one of the following shows the correct order of the life cycle of the 
butterfly? 

(1) 

(�\ 
(2} 

(�\ 
� CJ [:] □ \_□J \_c]J 

(3) (�\ (4) (□\
� [:] CJ 

\_�J \_�J 

7 



12. Tom made some statements about the differences between an adult
grasshopper and a grasshopper nymph.

A A grasshopper nymph is bigger than an adult grasshopper. 

B A grasshopper nymph does not feed at all but an adult 
grasshopper feeds on leaves. 

C A grasshopper nymph does not have wings but an adult 
grasshopper has wings. 

D A grasshopper nymph cannot reproduce but an adult grasshopper 
can. 

Which of the statements are ·correct?

(1) A and B onty
(2) A and D only
(3) B and C only
(4) C and D only

13. Zheng Min kept some beetle eggs in a container. After the eggs had hatched,
she gave the mealwonns the same amount of food each day. She observed the
amount of food eaten by the mealworms as they developed. She recorded her
findings in the graph below.

Amount of food eaten (g) 

C 

A B D 

F 

Tme (days) 
E 

The line DE shows the ______ stage of a beetle. 

�! 
(3) 
(4) 

egg 
larval 
pupal 
adult 

8 





15. Henry wants to select the most suitabfe material to make a raincoat He used
four different materials A, B, C and D. of similar size and thickness. He placed
material A over the beaker and poured 200 ml of water on it.

200 ml of water 

beaker 

After an hour. he measured the volume of water c_ollected in 1he beaker. He 
then repeated the experiment with the other materials and recorded his results 
in the table below. 

Material Amount of water collected in the beaker (mil 
183 

B 51 
C 0 
D 109 

Which material A, B, C or 0, is most suitable for making a raincoat? 

{1) MateriaJ A 
(2) Material 8
(3) Material C
(4) Material 0

10 







19. Two identical balloons A and B, were hung on a lever balance as shown in the
diagram below. They were both filled with 400 cm3 of air.

balloon 

- John pumped another 400 cm3 of air into balloon A

VVhich one of 1he following observations is correct after more air had been
pumped into balloon A?

(1) Both baBoons will be the same size.
(2) Both balloons wDI have the same mass.
(3) The lever will tilt down towards balloon A.
(4) The lever will tilt down towards balloon B.

20. An opaque object was plaoed in front of a lighted torch to form a shadow on a
screen.

A B C D ·----·-·a··-------·-···-·······-
P=r·:.�.-:_________ ··-·······-·-·-·-·-·--·- screen

lit torch -opaque object 

At which position A. B, C or D, should 1he object be placed in order to form the 
largest shadow? 

(1) A
(2) B
(3) C
(4) D

13 







23. Colin set up an experiment to measure the amount of light that can pass
through different materials A, B, C and D, of similar size and thickness.

light sensor attached to 
material A 

r � 

data-logger 

He measured the amount of light that could pass through material A He then 
repeated the experiment with the other materials and recorded his results in the 
table below. 

. 
Materials Reading on light sensor (units) 

A 69 
B 0 
C 200 
D 400 

Which one of the followii'lg materials is most likely made of clear glass? 

(1) A
(2) B
(3} C 
(4) D

24. The picture below shows a pair of swim goggles.

partG 
partF 

Whteh one of the foOowing properties shou1d we consider when choosing 
suitable materials for making part F and part G? 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

16 
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30. The table below shows the characteristics of some plants. A tick(✓)
indicates that the characteristic is present in the plant.

Characteristic of plant Plant A Plant B Plant C Plant D 
Has edible fruit ✓ ✓ 
Has poisonous parts ✓ ✓ 
Has woody stem ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Tom said, "Plant C is wrongly classified. How can a plant be poisonous and 
edible at the same time?" 

(a) Do you agree with Tom? Explain why.

Look at plant X found growing on .the walls in Tom's garden as shown 
below.· 

plant X 

[11 

(b) Tom identified plant X as having the same characteristics as plant D, based
on 1he table above. His mother told him that he was incorrect f:xplain why.

[2] 

(c) Give a reason how plant X benefits from growing in the manner shown in
the diagram above. [1] 

3 
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37. Jon wanted to find out which bag could carry the most number of marbles.
He used three Identical bags J, Kand L, made of different mate-nals. He
placed the marbles. one at a time, in each bag until the bag broke.

string 

bag 

He recorded his results in the table below. 

Bag Number of marbles in the bag when It broke 

125 

78 
134 

(a) State the propeJty of the material that Jon was testing . (1) 

.(b) What is the most number of marbles Bag J can hold before breakmg? (1) 

(c) Explain why Jon must use marbles of the same size and material for his
experiment. [1] 

10 





39. A length of wire was coiled around two metal rods as shown in the diagram
below. The ends of the wires were connected to a battery.

battery 
iron rod steel rod 

wire 

(a) What would the two metal rods become when the wires are connected 10 the
battery? [1)

The two rods were placed 5 an above a tray of metal paper clips when the 
battery and wm:)S were COMeCted. The number of paper clips attracted to 
each rod is recorded in the table below. 

Iron rod Steel rod 

Number of paper cUps 18 9 attracted 

(b) From the results above, which material, iron or steel, is more suitable to be
usedto help sort out metals at a scrap yard? Explain your answer. [2] 

(c) If the metal paper clips are replaced by plastic paper clips, would the metal
rods be able to attract the p1astlc paper clips? State a reaeon for your
answer. [1] 

12 



40. Kenny has two balls of the same size but made of different materiafs. One Is
made of styrofoam and the other is made of iron He places them into two
similar beakers of water, each containing 500 ml of water.

(a) Draw in the diagram below, the position of the balls after Kenny had placed
them into the beakers. [1] 

-----------------------------------_______ .. ___ _ -----------------------·--------------------- _ .. ________ ___________ .,. ----------·------------__________ .,, -----------
- -- -----------------·-
_._-_-::, •• :r :a�:._. _ 

=��:::��:-::�:::=:-
styrotoam ban 

(b) Which of the balls would cause the level of water in the beaker to rise
higher? Explain your answer. [2] 

13 



41. Kelvin poured 50 an3 of water into cylinder A. He then lowered a 30 cm3

plasticine ball into the cylinder until it was full submerged. The water level
rose as shown In the diagram below.

cylinder A 
80cm3 

50 cm3

plasticine ball 

before after 

{a) Based on the observation above, state a property of the plasticine ball. [1 J 

KeMn then removed 1he plasticine ball from cylinder A and dried il The 
plasticine baU was then moulded into 1he shape of a cube and placed into 
cyUnder B as shown below. 

cylinder.a 

70om3--t-----1

plasticine cube 

before 

(b) What is the water level In cylinder B?

after 

[1] 

(c} lNhat was KeMn trying to find out when he changed the shape of the
plastlcfne before he put It ihto cylinder B? [1] 

END OF BOOKLET B 

14 







Q32)

Q33)

Q34)

Q35)

Q36)

'Q37)

b) Moist was present in box Y but not in Box Z.

c) It needs moist to grow.

a) It does not have scales and does not lay eggs.

b) Animal C has scales while Animal B does not have scales.

c) Chicken: 8 Tilapia: D

a) To protect the lungs and the brain

b) Muscular system

c) The circulatory system and the respiratory system.

a) 7in May

b) 19th May

c) Larval because it eats up the leaves of the plant and tt:le leaves

makes food for the plant. Without food, the plant will not be able to

survive.

a) Line Y as the seed leaves provide the food for the plant and it will

lose mass after giving food, for the growing seeding.

b) As seeds need air to gefl'l'.lin�te_; the layer of oil in Set-up A prevents

the seeds from getting air to gem,inate.

c) Yes as seeds do not ne.ed light to germinate.

a)
•

Positiojf ;)(· Position Y

b) A shado.w•is formed as light t�vels in straight lines so when an

opaque object blocks light from passing through, it will form a

s�adow.

c) Glass

d) Reason 1: Glass is waterproof

Reason 2: It has to be transparent

a) Strength

b) 124

c) To ensure a fair test and only the number of marbles affects the

results.

Pg2 



Q38) 

Q39) 

Q40) 

Q41) 

a) A non-magnetic material because magnetism can pass through it.

b) Their like poles were facing each other so the magnets 1s repelled.

c) Distance d will be similar as magnet X had loss most of its

magnetism.

a} They will both become an electro magnet.

b) Iron rod as it attracted the most number of paper clips which means

it has the stronger magnetism.

c) No because plastic is a non-magnetic material and will not be

attracted to the electro magnet.

a) 

--
b) Iron ball as it sinks and takes up more space.

a) It has a definite volume

b) 100 cm3 

c) He is trying to find out if the change of shape will affect the volume of

the plasticine.

. .• 

Pg3 
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